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Agenda
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT 527 S.W. HALL ST., PORTLAND, OREGON 97201 503 221-1646
Providing Zoo, Transportation, Solid Waste and other Regional Services
Date: March 8, 1984
Day: Thursday
Time: 7:30 a.m.
JOINT POLICY ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION
Place: Metro Office, Conference Room A1/A2
*1. AMENDING THE TIP TO INCORPORATE ODOT'S SIX-YEAR HIGHWAY
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM OF PROJECTS IN THE URBANIZED AREA -
APPROVAL REQUESTED - Andy Cotugno<
*2. AUTHORIZING FEDERAL FUNDS FOR A 16(b)(2) SPECIAL TRANS-
PORTATION PROJECT AND AMENDING THE TIP (NEIGHBORHOOD
HOUSE) - APPROVAL REQUESTED - Andy Cotugno.
*3. DRAFT FY 85 UNIFIED WORK PROGRAM - REVIEW AND COMMENT -
Andy Cotugno.
*
4
- REVIEW OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF CITY OF PORT-
LAND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS ROUTING STUDY - Bob Robison.
Material Enclosed.
MEETING REPORT
DATE OF MEETING:
GROUP/SUBJECT:
PERSONS ATTENDING
MEDIA:
SUMMARY:
February 9, 198 4
Joint Policy Advisory Committee on Transporta-
tion (JPACT)
Members: Charlie Williamson, Larry Cole, Bruce
Etlinger, John Frewing, Robert Schumacher and
Richard Waker
Guests: Keith Ahola, WSDOT; Ted Spence, ODOT;
Steve Dotterrer, City of Portland; Bebe Rucker,
Multnomah County; Steve Smith, Tom Matoff, Lee
Hames and Bob Post, Tri-Met; Gilbert Mallery,
RPC of Clark County; Winston Kurth, Clackamas
County; Easton Cross, Kasch's; and Geraldine
Ball, DJB, Inc.
Staff: Rick Gustafson, Andy Cotugno, T. Keith
Lawton, Dick Bolen, Karen Thackston, Peg Henwood
and Lois Kaplan, Secretary
None
1. STATUS REPORT ON POPULATION/EMPLOYMENT FORECAST UPDATE
Keith Lawton reviewed the changes that have taken place since
the 1980/2000 population/employment forecast was conducted, in-
cluding: 1) the impact of the recession; 2) the inability to
maintain the previous growth rates without unprecedented eco-
nomic expansion; 3) the changing lifestyle trends; 4) the de-
clining household size; and 5) the changing ratio of single-
family to multi-family dwelling units. Such changes affect
the value and credibility of the existing forecast and necessi-
tate an update to the year 2005.
Staff will prepare issue papers for use at a workshop comprised
of local planners, members of the private and public sector,
and representatives of the high-tech industries, Recommenda-
tions formulated at the workshop will be forwarded on to the
Growth Distribution Workshops where planners, utilizing the
knowledge of what land is available and vacant, will allocate
the regional control totals to census tracts. A series of
papers on key growth issues will be presented to local juris-
dictions and JPACT. The intent is that the most informed repre-
sentatives from the private and public sector will provide the
basis for assumptions to be used in the updated forecast.
Position papers will be forthcoming by the end of March, with
the entire planning process extending until June.
Charlie Williamson asked that JPACT be kept apprised of the
population/employment update.
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2. AMENDING THE FY 1984 TIP TO TRANSFER UMTA SECTION 9 FUNDS FROM
CAPITAL ASSISTANCE TO OPERATING ASSISTANCE, AND ADDING A NEW
RESTORATION (4R) PROJECT
This Resolution, if approved, would entail two separate actions:
1) while it would forfeit $644,223 in Capital Assistance funds,
the transfer of $1,28 9,342 from Capital to Operating Assistance
would benefit Tri-Met by providing needed local funds; and 2) it
would add a new restoration (4R) project to the TIP on 1-5 from
the South Tigard interchange to the Willamette River Bridge in
Wilsonville in the amount of $368,000.
Action Taken: Lacking a quorum, no formal recommendation was
made by the Committee; however, the consensus of those present
was to convey their approval of the Resolution to the Metro
Council.
3. SEEKING CONGRESSIONAL PASSAGE OF THE FY 1984 INTERSTATE TRANSFER
COST ESTIMATE
Andy explained that the U.S. Department of Transportation is
unable to release the Interstate Transfer funds until Congress
paa&as the FY 84 Interstate Transfer Cost Estimate. $33 mil-
lion of highway funds are pending the passage of the cost esti-
mate. The proposed Resolution is our attempt to accelerate
passage of the cost estimate.
Rick Gustafson noted that the Legislature is about to take a
recess and probably will not act on this matter until the end
of the month.
Action Taken: Inasmuch as a quorum was lacking, Charlie Wil-
liamson asked that a letter be drafted in lieu of the proposed
Resolution for submittal to Congress on the 1984 Interstate
Transfer Cost Estimate. In addition, Mr. Waker asked that
staff prepare a list of those projects affected by delaying the
passage of the cost estimate.
4. COMMITTEE ATTENDANCE
Due to the poor attendance at the JPACT meeting, members felt
that some action should be taken to encourage better member
attendance. Chairman Williamson indicated that a letter would
be sent to all members. Larry Cole suggested that members
notify the secretary in advance if they are aware of an inability
to attend.
5. TRI-MET TRANSIT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM/SERVICE CUTS
Tom Matoff related that, because of Tri-Met's precarious fund-
ing situation, a 2,000-hour cutback of service hours went into
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effect on January 27 with an additional 2,000-hour reduction
to become effective June 17, 1984. In addition, a 3,000-hour
service cut is slated for January, 1985. He indicated that
the service cuts represented about a 21 percent reduction.
A handout was distributed providing the background for the re-
duction in service. He then reviewed the seven objectives
considered in determining the cuts.
Community meetings have been scheduled by Tri-Met on Febru-
ary 21 and 22 to discuss the June cuts. In addition, a public
hearing will be held on March 15, with the final proposal being
submitted to the Board of Directors on March 19, 1984.
Mr. Matoff also indicated that a revision in the fare/zone
structure would take place to consolidate the three outer zones
into Zone 3 and the tendency to increase fares for the short-
distance trips and reduce them for the long trips.
Mr. Matoff informed the Committee that most of the June service
cuts affect the City more than suburban areas which would be cut
more heavily in January 1985 cuts.
Bruce Etlinger questioned whether consideration had been given
to an experimental grid service on 122nd Avenue, with possible
use of small vans. Bob Post did not feel there would be any
opposition from the union to using vans inasmuch as there is
no existing service at this time.
Regarding the Five-Year Transit Development Program schedule,
Bob Post stated that most staff time has been devoted to the
impending service cuts. He did indicate, however, that a draft
is being prepared for review at Tri-Met and they are proposing
to enlist TPAC and JPACT in the TDP development. Bruce Etlinger
noted that Metro Council sees the need for a TDP in this region
in explaining options for improvement.
6. ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned.
REPORT WRITTEN BY: Lois Kaplan
COPIES TO: JPACT Members
Rick Gustafson
Don Carlson
Ray Barker
STAFF REPORT Agenda Item No.
Meeting Date
CONSIDERATION OF RESOLUTION NO. 84-453 FOR THE
PURPOSE OF AMENDING THE TRANSPORTATION
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM TO INCORPORATE OREGON
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION'S SIX-YEAR HIGHWAY
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM OF PROJECTS IN THE URBANIZED
AREA
Date: February 13, 1984 Presented by: Andrew Cotugno
FACTUAL BACKGROUND AND ANALYSIS
Proposed Action
This action will amend the Transportation Improvement Program
(TIP) to reflect the Six-Year Highway Improvement Program adopted by
the Oregon Transportation Commission (OTC), January 1984, and enable
the Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) to obtain federal
match for the noted projects.
TPAC has reviewed this amendment and recommends approval of the
Resolution.
Background and Analysis
The OTC adopted the Six-Year Highway Improvement Program in
January 1984 following a lengthy review process to hear public
comments. Meetings were held statewide to provide citizens the
opportunity to voice concerns about the program to members of the
Commission.
Metro and its member jurisdictions actively participated by
developing a regional consensus of recommendations for
transportation improvement in the metropolitan area. This consensus
took the collective form of early involvement of jurisdictions,
ranking of projects, and a position paper on our transportation
priorities which was adopted by the Joint Policy Advisory Committee
on Transportation (JPACT). In addition, testimony by JPACT and
other public officials was provided at the several meetings held by
the OTC in the Metro region.
The FY 1984 TIP was adopted in September 1983 in advance of the
development of the Six-Year Program. The TIP will, therefore, be
updated to include those projects and amounts set forth in
Attachment "A" as "Projects to be Added to the TIP." The costs
reflected on Attachment "A" are for the construction phase of each
project; when available, costs for the preliminary engineering (PE)
and right-of-way (ROW) phases will also be incorporated into the
TIP. The major Federal Aid Systems affected by this amendment to
the TIP are the Primary and Interstate systems which call for state
match at 12 percent and 8 percent, respectively.
Significant additions to the TIP include the following:
Interstate
1-205 - Gladstone Interchange Signal
1-205 - Southbound Auxiliary Lane at 82nd Avenue
1-205 - Auxiliary Lane at Park Place to Gladstone
Interchange
1-205 - Airport Way Information Center
1-5 - Terwilliger Bridge and Ramps
1-5 - Banfield to Fremont Bridge TSM - PE
1-84 - N.E. 117th to 122nd Widening
1-84 - 181st Interchange
1-205 - Lester Interchange
1-5 - Slough hase II and III
1-5 - Water Avenue - Phase II
1-5 - Nyberg Interchange
1-5 - Wilsonville/Stafford Signals
Various Interstate, Bridge, Restoration and Resurfacing
projects.
Other
Sunset Highway - Cornell Interchange Signal
Sunset Highway - Murray Interchange - Phase II
Sunset Highway - Climbing Lane
N.E. Portland Highway - 60th to 82nd - Construction; 82nd
to 1-20 5 - ROW; and Lombard/Columbia connection at 60th -
PE
Sunset Highway - 158th Interchange - PE and ROW
Sunset Highway - 185th Interchange - PE and ROW
Sunset Highway - Helvetia Interchange
Sunset Highway - Cornelius Pass Interchange - PE
Sunset Highway - Jackson Road Interchange - PE
U.S. 26 - Palmquist
Various resurfacing, safety and bike projects.
EXECUTIVE OFFICER'S RECOMMENDATION
The Executive Officer recommends approval of the attached
Resolution,
COMMITTEE CONSIDERATION AND RECOMMENDATION
BP/gl
0743C/373
02/24/84
BEFORE THE COUNCIL OF THE
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
FOR THE PURPOSE OF AMENDING THE ) RESOLUTION NO. 8 4 - 4 5 3
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM )
TO INCORPORATE OREGON DEPARTMENT ) Introduced by the Jo in t
OF TRANSPORTATION'S SIX-YEAR ) Policy Advisory Committee
HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM OF ) on Transportation
PROJECTS IN THE URBANIZED AREA )
WHEREAS, Through Resolut ion No. 83-430, the Metro Council
adopted the Transpo r t a t i on Improvement Program (TIP) and i t s FY 1984
Annual Element September 1983; and
WHEREAS, The S t a t e ' s Six-Year Highway Improvement Program
was adopted by the Oregon T r a n s p o r t a t i o n Commission (OTC) in January
1984; and
WHEREAS, These a c t i o n s were s e p a r a t e in time and precluded
the Six-Year Highway Improvement Program being included in the TIP;
and
WHEREAS, The Oregon Department of T r a n s p o r t a t i o n (ODOT) has
the responsibility for initiating projects proposed to use Federal
Aid Primary and Federal Aid Interstate funds and for other projects
in the State's interest; and
WHEREAS, It is necessary that projects utilizing the noted
funds be included in the TIP in order to be federally obligated; and
WHEREAS, The ODOT has requested that the TIP be aligned
with the Six-Year Highway Improvement Program; now, therefore,
BE IT RESOLVED,
1. That the Metro Council endorses the projects set forth
in Attachment "A";
2. That Metro staff is authorized to update the TIP in
order to reflect the Six-Year Highway Program; and
3. That the Metro Council finds the projects in accordance
with the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) and the State
Implementation Plan on air quality, and gives affirmative
Intergovernmental Project Review approval.
ADOPTED by the Council of the Metropolitan Service District
this day of , 1984.
Presiding Officer
BP/gl
0743C/373
02/24/84
ATTACHMENT A
PART 1
PHASES
SEP130.DAT
OBLIGATED 1983 1984
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM PROJECTS^
a**l I?05 SOUTH BAHFIELO
CONST 0 3i 487, OOO 9,982,000
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 30-SEP-83
14-Feb-84
1985 1986 1987 POST 1987 AUTHORIZED FAtt
FAI2O5
0 13,469! 000
PAGE i
FEB14B.TXT
PLNGtt
10023
aa«2 I205-C0LUI13IA RIVER BRIDGE TO POWELL BLVD«a»»«»«»312««78««M«4^4«««»HM«a«a«aj<H}i«««»««H«4«»HHH««H««M«««H«»a» FAI205
CONST 0 24*326,000 *- 0 0 0 0 0 24,326,000
10023
»**3 I5-MAR3UAN BRIDGE TO N TIGARD INTCMHWERLAY/ILLUniMTION-4^^ FAI5
PE
CONST
TOTAL
184,000
Si 342*440
5,526,440
0 0
0 ' '7' 0
184i000
5,342*440
5*526,440
***4 I5-SB CONNECTION TO BA.'FIELD-WIDEN/ADO
0 0 , 8i280
0 0 /^ o S5
0 0 '
FAI5
PE
CONST
TOTAL 129i 720
8*280
121*440
129i72Q
««»5 15-LQfffiARD STREET TO PORTLAND BLVD-GRADING/1»AVIh^-4R«**«a««»315*555*««*»«8***«*«««*»a«*«*»**«*Jt*«*«******* FAI5
PE
CONST
TOTAL
59*800
940i000
1,002,800
0 0
0 7 / 0
59*800
943*000
1,002,800
8*86 I205-BURWSIDE STREET TO HAROLD STREET888«888*316*8798888K«8*44 48*8*88888888888888888*8*888888888*888*8*888 FAI205
CONST 0 0 92,000 0 0 0 0 92)000
8**7 I5-I0WA STREET VIADUCT<8197>-DECK REST0RATI0N-^888«888»317«556»8rt8«888888888a888«8888«8888»»a«»««8B*8a888 FAI5
PE
CONST
TOTAL
0
0
0
0
0
0
27,600
0
27,600
0
727,720
727,720
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
27,600
727,720
755,320
10214
10215
10023
10218
PHASES
SEP130.DAT
OBLIGATED
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
GUARTERLY REPORT FOK QUARTER ENDING 30-SEP-83
14-Feb-84
1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 POST 1987 AUTHORIZED FAtt
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FEB14B.TXT
PLNGK
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM PROJECTS (CONTINUED)
* * * 8 I205-C0LU!18IA RIVER
CONST 0 9#200i000 9 * 2 0 0 J 0 0 0
FAI205 10023
*K*t9 I5-EA3I MARQUAtt INTERCHANGE
R/W
CONST
TOTAL
3,984,000
0
3,984,000
«*10 I5-N TIGAR:} INTERCHANGE TO S TIGARD
CONST 0 16J836I00Q 0
0
11,040,000
11,040,000
0
0 ^ ? ^ / K
0 ' '
> 0 3,984,000
J200JOQQ 42,320,000
0 34^280,000—«te, 304,000
0 16i 836^000
FAI5
'
 J
FAI5
76011
80105
»*11 I5-JANTZEN BEACH TO DELTA PARK INTERCHANGFH»«««H««322»»83rfH«^aaa¥«a»»a«»aa««««««a«a«a«ii«aH««««M«««»»5C«x«HJi FAI5
R/U
CONST
TOTAL
1J 1221000
0
1,122.000
16,707,000
16,707i 000
4- M22.0000 j3l&W>&'*0 2M5?rffi)
0 26*157,000 43T98$T000
a»12 I5-DELTA PARK TO MAR3UAM BRIDGE-BASE SHOULDER 0VERLAY-4R^aaa«a4«323«557aaaM»»aa»a«a«5t««»««»«»«««»M«»»JC««JUC FAI5
PE
CONST
TOTAL
230,000
0
230,000
0
7,367,360
7,367,360
230,000
7,367,360
7,597,360
74010
10213
a«13 I84-INTERCHANCE AT HE 181ST AVENUE...EAST BOUND 0FF-RAMP^aa^i<Ci<<»325»<»84««aa»«aa»««a»x«««»«a««««»«»«ii«««««« FAI84
R/U
CONST
TOTAL
204i«X)0
314.800
548,800
234,000
-314,800
548,800
78046
PHASES
SEP130.DAT
OBLIGATED
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IHPROVEI1ENT PROGRAJ1
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 30-SEP-83
14-Feb-84
1983 1984
FEDERAL AIO INTERSTATE SYSrEII PROJECTS (CONTINUED)
1985 1986 1987 POST 1987 AUTHORIZED FAK
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PLNG#
MM
R/U
CONST
TOTAL
FREfiONT
8,587,000
0
8,587,000
T6D
0
20,£00,000
20,608, OOfr
8,587,000
2 0 J 6 0 0 I 0 0 0
29,195,000
**V* I5-ftoRRI5QN BRIDGE RARPS-DECK RESTORATION/JOINT R E P A I R - 4 R » « » « « « K > » 3 3 2 » 5 5 8 « « » K » « » « » I I » « » M < « « » » » H » » » « H » » « * » « * » J I FAI5
PE
CONST
TOTAL
46,000 L^U.OOOJT
0 ; 1I571I3<C0
46,000 1,5711360
««16 I5-NGRTH GREELEY AVE TO 15
CONST 0 ^11,224,000
««17 I5-0VERCRGSSING HASSALO/HOLIDAY(8583)-DECK
PE
CONST
TOTAL
0
0
0
26,
26,
970
0
970
641,
641,
0
870
870
46,000
1,571,360
1)617)360
11,224,000
26,970
641,870
668,840
FAI5
FAI5
79037
10216
76009
MX 10 IQ4 QUNDIAL ROAD TO SAMDY RI^fr--QVERlAYtftftftt^g.tf335aaSZ&oa*a.^^ 00029
CQHOT —•'-•0 ^>^^^^^^J^^^^6m^ -„__„
»»19 I5-NB CONI^ ECTION TO SB I405(8958E)-DECK FAI5
PE
CONST
TOTAL
0
0
0
00
0
36,800
0
36,800
0
875,840
875,840
36,800
875,840
912,640
10217
PHASE5
SEP130.DAT
OBLIGATED
METROPOLITAN SERVICF DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FGK QUARTER ENDING 30-SEP-83
14-Feb-84
1983 1984 1985
FEDERAL AtO INTERSTATE SYSTEM PROJECTS (CONTINUED)
1986 1987 POST 1987 AUTHORIZED FA8
«»20 I5-0VERCR0SSING COLUPffilA BLVD/UNIOM AV£<8882)-DECK REST0RATI0N-4a«aaaaaa337a56laaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa«aaas«» FAI5
PE
COHST
TOTAL
36*800
0
36*800 811*440
36/800
811/440
848/240
« * 2 l I5-0VESCRQSSING COIUMBIA SLOUGH(8883)-DECK REST0RATI0N-4R*as*a<fa*338a562aaaaa«a«aaaHaa<saaa»aa»aH»aHaa»H«» FAI5
PE
CONST
TOTAL
36/800
0
36/800
1/294/440
1,294/440
0 36/800
0 1/294/440
0 1/331/240
tf*22 I435-FREHGNT BRI0G8 STRUCTURAL
CONST 0 0 552/000
140?
552/000
»a23 I5-PAVEMENT OVERLAY ON THE MARSUAM BRIDGE AND APPR0ACHES<RRR>*aaaaaa*343aa88aaaaaaaaaaaaaaa«aaaaaaaa»aa»aa FAI5
CONST 0 5/566/000 0 0 0 0 0 5/566/000
a«24 I5-TIGARD INTCHG TO WILLAMETTE RIVER BR-JOINT/PAVEMENT REPAIR-4Raaaaa«a«344a569aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaicaaa« FAI5
CONST 0 0 368/000 0 0 0 0 368/000 .
aa25 I5/STAFF0RD ROAD
PE . 0 23/000 23/000
aa26 IVNYBERG ROAD
PE 0
FAI5
FAI5
196i000
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PLNG#
10220
10221
80024
60302
60301
PHASES
SEPI30.DAT
OBLIGATED
HETROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAI1
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 3O-SEP-83
14-Feb-84
1983 1984 1985
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM PROJECTS (CONTINUED)
1986 1987
t—i-v-i-v
POST 1987 AUTHORIZED FA#
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PLNG#
PE
I5/WILS0NVILLE
0
aa28 I5-FRO10NT VIADUCT
PE
CONST
TOTAL
8IO1OOO
860,000
26,000 26,000
50i000
QlQiOOO
060#000
FAI5
FAI5
10226
10004
*»29 TUALATIN
CONST 0 $ 396.000
FAI5
»»30 I5-HAR3UAH BRIDGE TO HAINES ROAD RAttP rETERIf4Gaaaaa»<s673aa?5^aa*Js»»«aa»»«a)iH»a»«»a»«»4»H»aj(Haa8aaa»Haaa«H FAI3
0 0 0
f 0 0
0 0 0
PE
CONST
TOfAL
46*000
0
46*000
0
402i00Q
432,000
46,000
432J 000
178,000
8831 OREGON CITY PARK-AND~RIDE»aaaHa»»674a»96a»a»««a3a»H»a»a«^4»^4M^^^«aHaaa«»aaH«a»HMHa««a*«aaaa8s»a»8»H»««a»»a FAI205
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 12&.D0& & 022,000 322i000
8»32 LENTS PARK-AN
CONST 0 <
««33 COLUMBIA BLVD/SANDY BLVD
18,400
322,000
FAI205
FAI205
PE
CONST
RESRM
TOTAL
0
0
0
0
0
262J 200
0
9"
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
80ft-
18,400
243,800
5?t800
322,000
00041
79064
80008
10023
10189
PHASES
SEP130.DAT
OBLIGATED
HETROPOLITAN SERVICF DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAI1
QUARTERLY REPORT FQK QUARTER ENDING 30-SEP-83
14-Feb-84
1983 1984 1985
FEDERAL AlO INTERSTATE SYSTEM PROJECTS (CONTINUED)
*tf34 UJMER BOONES FERRY ROAD INTERCHANGE
PE
CONST
TOTAL
TOTAL
15,456
0
15,456
0
< 000
391,000
«4
1986 1987 POST 1987 AUTHORIZED
15,456
391#000
406* 456
FA**
FAU9473
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PLNGtt
10088
,927,000
211,042,510
59,800
PHASES
SEP130.DAT
OBLIGATED
OTHER PROJECTS
I1ETR0P0LITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION HIPROVEflENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 30-SEP-83
14-Feb-84
1983 1934 1985 1986 1987 POST 1987 AUTHORIZED FAtt
K * 3 5 HIGHUAY 217 OVERLAY-SUNSET HIGHWAY TO I5«»»»««««342«564»«»«»<^^«««aa«««8»«a»»«»»«H««aa««a«a«HS««««aa««H«H« FAP79
PECONST
TOTAL
0
0
0
0 176.000 0
0 2,737,040 £ l$->fi4o *
0 2 J 9 Q 0 I 0 W J y 0
176,000
2,757,040
2,933,04*5
««36 SUHSFT HUY OVERLAY-SYLVAN IflTCHG TO VISTA RIDGE TUNNEL-STATE FAP»a»»a«»»382«104»«*»H«M*i»»HJH*HH88««««»««««« FAP27
CONST 2i 2011146 ' 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,201,116—
PAGE 7
FEB14B.TXT
PLNGH
78086
«»3? TUALATIN VALLEY HIGHUAY-SE 21ST A ^ TO SE OAX ST««a«rt«««555»*»99«5<«HHa«««»a«««»«»H8««»«<»««aa»«»»»««««««8Ha FAP32
PE 139,765 0 0 0 0 0 0 139,765
H138 HUY 217 SB QN-RAHP « BVRTN/HILLSDALE HWY-SLOPE REPAIR-FAP$a*i^<«4«560Hl00«a««K«»««a«*«4«a«M«»H»«a»««»««««« FAP79
CONST 0 76,540 0 0 0 0 0 76,560
79085
10012
T72-
K K 3 9 SUNSET/ftURRAY INTERCHAI'^E-PHASE I -
CONST 0 0 281,600
FAP27
0 \ft3&.W>& 0 291,600
ft*40 1205 INTERCHANGE AT LESTER STREETa«»a«a««57lHlO2a«««aaa««a««^j(<asaaart«a«»«a«Haa«aaa«a«¥aaaaaaaaHaaaaaaaHaa 1205
R/U
CONST
TOTAL
0 2, QOO; 000 0
0 o 2,800,000
0 2,000,000 2,0'}0i000
0 2,000,000
0 2,800,000
0 4> 800i 000
60336
80059
* * 4 i TV HUY AT HURRAY BLVO INTERSECTION II1PR0VEf1ENTa«»««««J»680al03«!<««»aa««a««a«8»»a«a««««aitji«a«H««»«««««««Xit»« FAP32
PE
R/U
CONST
TOTAL
33,067
0
0
33,067
11,933
0
0
11,933
0
30,000
449,000
47y, 000
45,000
30,000
449; 000
524,000
80020
PHASES
SEP130.DAT
OBLIGATED 1983
OTHER PROJECTS (CONTINUED)"
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 30-SEP-83
14-Feb-84
1985 1986 1987 POST 1987 AUTHORIZED FAK
,—,-1—.—»—,—I—v— .».—!-
CONST
TOTAL
TOTAL
0
23,455
0
64,545
S.7
1 2,20^000
1,206,000'
1>206IOOO
1J294JQ00
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FEB14B.TXT
PLNGft
ft*42 ROSS ISLAND BRIDGE 0VERLAY»»««a«aa682»105«««a«««««»«»Ha«»»»^^»^«a^a«»»»««»a8»»»»»»a»»»««»»»H»»«»a«»««»aa» FAP24 10085
A
PE 23,455 64,545 S 16O£»&' 0 0 0 0 88,000
> TUB rip ATTACHMENT
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METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
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GSEP130.DAT FEB13A.TXT
OBLIGATED 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 POST 1987 AUTHORIZED FA* PLNGtt
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METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IflPROVEfCNT PROGRAM
PHASE7
GSEP130.DAT
OBLIGATED 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 POST 1987 AUTHORIZED FA«
000
y
FEB13A.TXT
PLNGft
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METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT <*Dt d
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAH T $ T
PHASE7
GSEP130.DAT FEB13A.TXT
OBLIGATED 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 POST 1987 AUTHORIZED FA* PLNGM
$L Djt ATTACHMENT A
PART 3
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM I <5 F 7
PHASE7
SSEP130.DAT
OBLIGATED 1983 1984 1985 1986
FEB13A.TXT
1987 POST 1987 AUTHORIZED FAU PLNGK
IUid
B trr
PHASE7
G5EP130.DAT
OBLIGATED 1983 1984
HETROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION LF1P3QVET!ENT PROGRAH X Of- *}
1985 1986 1987 POST 1987 AUTHORIZED FA*
FEB13A.TXT
PLNGK
ISS3O -
0H-
fi-r
CJ>K>s*r
St
O
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
3 t>F
PHASE7
SSEP130.DAT
OBLIGATED 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 POST 1987 AUTHORIZED FA*
«»^»»1«*I»V<.—."»-»—»•»••»'
FEB13A.TXT
PLNGtf
TV
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PHASE7
GSEP130.DAT
OBLIGATED 1983
tfi $>
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION MPROVEnENT PROGRAM
1984 1985 1986 1987 POST 1987 AUTHORIZED FAM
FEB13A.TXT
PLNG#
fir
o
741.00 o
I
({0
o
72>
PHASES
SSEP221.DAT
OBLIGATED
HETROPOLk. J SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 01-JAN-84
G5-Mar-84
ATTACHMENT "A"
1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 POST 1987 AUTHORIZED FA*
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM PROJECTS
ftxftl I3-SU HOOD TO SU TERUILLIGER PAVEMENT REt10UAL-4R«a**»»»3300^571»»»»»»»»»H»MM»»»Jt»H»M»»4»»X)i»»«8««}l»Jt»MJi»»H FAI5
COMST 0 0 184*000 0 0 0 0 184,000
Kftft2 I5-FREM0NT VIADUC1
CONST 0
GREELEY AVE
0 8,648.000 8,648,000
FAI5
»Xft3 I 205-JAIL DEimLITION/LANOSCAPIJC/BELL OR NOISE
CONST 0 0 1,196,000 0 1,196,000
FAI205
I203-ATRPC5T WAY TO SE POWELL-GRADING/PAVING/2
CONST 0 0 4,784,000 0 4,784,000
FAI205
I5-HARaUAM BRIDGE TO N TIGARD
PE
CONST
TOTAL
184*000
0
184.000
0
5,342,440
5,342,440
184,000
5,342,440
5,526,440
FAI5 10214
*KX6 IV-58 CONNECTION TO BAfFID.D-WIDEN/AOD
PE
CONST
TOTAL
8,280
184,000
192,280
8,280
184,000
192,280
FAI5
MX*7 I5-L0K8ARD STREET TO PORTLAND BLVD-^ADIf«/PAVING-4R»««»»»«»315»>81»a«a»j«M«>ix)<«MJixxa«»s»x»x«»KM»xxxxxxx»xa FAI5
PE
CONST
TOIAL
59,800
0
59,800
0
943,000
943,000
59,800
943,000
002,800
10215
PHASES
SSEP221.DAT
OBLIGATED
METROPOLIS SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING OI-JAN-84
05-Mar-84
1983 1984 1985
FEOERAL Alu INTERSTATE SYSTEM PROJECTS (CONTINUED)
1986 1987 POST 1987 AUTHORIZED FAK
»»»8 I5-IQU4 STREET VIA0UCTC8197)-DECK
PE
CONST
TOTAL
27,600
0
27,600
0
727,720
727,720
27,600
727,720
755,320
FAI5 10218
MX*9 I5-EAST MARQUAfi INTERCHANGE
R/U
CONST
TOTAL
3,984.000
0
3,984,000
0
11,040,000
11,040,000
23,000,000
23,000,000
9,200,000
9,200,000
3,984,000
43,240,000
47,224,000
FAI5 76011
**10 I5-J4NTZEN BEACH TO DELTA PARK INTERCHANGfr*»«»ax*»322»H87'<a«44«<M»HH»)<»»»MK»»«»»»x»»»»<^»MMX»)<««MMXKN)ix«»)«» FAI5
R/W
CONST
TOTAL
941,000
0
941,000
32,200,000
32,200,000
13,800,000
13,800,000
941,000
46,000,000
46,941,000
74010
»»11 I5-DELTA PARK TO MARQUAM BRIDGE-BASE SHOULDER 0VERLAY-4R^»*^^»323»J»88»»K«»«M»»K»»H<M«»»«H»)I«»}HI»X«>UI»H» FAI5
PE
CONST
TOTAL
230,000
0
230,000
0
7,367,360
7,367,360
230,000
7,367,360
7,597,360
10213
x»12 NLf NICOLAI/UFST FREMONT
R/U
CONST
TOTAL
8,587,000
0
8,587,«500
22.100,000
22.100,000
8,587,000
22,100,000
30,687,000
TBD 79037
»«13 I5-M0RRIS0N BRIDGE RAMPS-I^CK RESTORATION/JOINT REPAIR-4R»»»»«<aJ»332«»9lM«»MM»«K«iixii*m4«ji»xmnnimunni«mnnni FAI5
PE
CONST
TOTAL
46,000
0
46,000
0
1,656,000
1,656,000
46,000
1,656,000
1,702,000
10216
PHASES
GSEP22t.DAT
OBLIGATED
HETROPOLk-JI SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 01-JAN-84
05-Mar-84
1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 POST 1987 AUTHORIZED FAK
FEDERAL AH) INTERSTATE SYSTEM PROJECTS (CONTINUED)
»*14 I5-0VERCR0SSINS HA3SALO/HOLIDAY(8583)-DECK FAI5
PE
CONST
TOTAL
26.970
0
26/970
0
641,870
870
26,970
641,870
668,840
»*15 I5-H8 CONNECTION TO SB I405(8958E)-DECK RESTORATI0N-4R»»*I«}|«»)»336«»95»»IIJI«»»»»»»»»»II»*<»M»»*»««**»»K«*»«*» FAI5
PE
CONST
TOTAL
36,800
0
36,800
0
875,840
875,840
36,800
875,840
912,640
»»16 I5-0VERCR0SSINS COLUMBIA BLVD/UNION AVE(8882)-DECK REST0RATI0N-4«a^»»H«»337»»96»Ma««H««MJU»«MiniX!UHiiui3UUHi FAI5
PE
CONST
TOTAL
36,800
0
36,800
0
811,440
811,440
36,800
811,440
848,240
»«17 I5-0VERCR0SSINS COLUMBIA SLOUGH(8883)-DECK RESr0RATI0N-4R«»»<«»»338»«97a»»«M«»«»««««»<JHHUHui«JHnii»Uiinun«M FAI5
PE
COKST
TOTAL
36,800
0
36,800
1,294,440
1,294,440
36,800
1,294,440
1,331,240
«»18 I405-FREM0MT BRIDGE STRUCTURAL REPAIRS-4R««K*»»«*339«a98y»y*i^rt<««»H»»»aMji»H»MH«»»»3<»»«i»»»»«»H»»x»ji»H»a»»» 1405
CONST 0 0 552,000 0 0 0 0 552,000
»»19 I5-PA^IEKENT OVERLAY ON THE MAR3UAM BRIDGE AND APPR0ACHES(RRR)»«M'i«i»«Ji343»«99»»iiii«»»*««'HHHi)i»iw»JHi!Hi»««»»i*ii FAI5
CONST 0 5,566,000 0 0 0 0 0 5,566,000
PAGE 3
SIXYR3.TXT
PLNGtf
10217
10220
10221
80024
PHASES
SSEP221.DAT
OBLIGATED
METROPOLkw4 SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOS QUARTER ENDING 01-JAN-84
05-Mar-84
1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 POST 1987 AUTHORIZED FA«
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM PROJECTS (CONTINUED)
x*20 I5-TIG4R0 INTCHG TO UILLAMETTE RIVER BR-JOINT/PAVEHENT REPAIR-4R«*«*««»«34^Ml00««MHJHunnn(«MJHf«inuf«MiiMMKiCKii FAI5
CONST 0 0 368.000 0 0 0 0 368,000
3*21 I205-CLACKAHAS HUY(0R224) SIGNAL/TURN
PE
CONST
TOTAL
A, 876
92/000
96,876
0
0
0
4,876
92,000
96,876
FAI205 84010
**22 I5-SW 26TH AVE 0XING(8203)-DECK
PE
CONST
TOfAL
9,200
180,320
189,520
9,200
180,320
189,520
FAI5 84004
*«23 15-OXtNG SU HUOD AVE(8195)-DECK
PE
CONST
TOTAL
0
0
0
13,800
303,600
317,400
13,800
303,600
317,400
FAI5 84008
««24 I5-E BANK VIADUCT SO OF BURNSIOE BR-OVERLAY ANO J0INTS-4R«»a)i«<X}»350«578»JiXMX«x«xxx««x«xxxx«xxxxxxxxxMXXXX FAI5 84006
PE
CONST
TOTAL
55,200
2,524,480
2,579,680
55,200
2,524,480
2,579,680
x«25 I5-0XING VICTORY BLVD(9316)-DECK REST0RATI0N-4Rx»x»x«««351»579'«*t«x»x«xx««xxxxx»««x«»«<«x««xxx«xxx«xxxxx«x FAI5 84007
PE
CONST
TOFAL
13,80*}
231,840
245,640
13,800
231,840
245,640
PHASES
GSEP221.DAT
OBLIGATED
SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION MPROVEHENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOK QUARTER ENDING 01-JAN-84
05H1ar-84
1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 POST 1987 AUTHORIZED FA*
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSFEH PROJECTS (CONTINUED)
*«26 I205-GLA0ST0NE INTERCHANGE
CONST 0 0
FAI205
230,000 O 230i000
««2? 1205 82ND AVE TO CLACRAttAS HWYH^A0I!«/PAVira/UI0EN-4R»a9H«a<^ FAI205
CONST 0 0 0 460,000 0 0 0 460*000
FAI205
FAI5
KK28 I205-R0CKY BUTFE TO HE MULTNOnAH ST
0 0 0 858,000 858,000
*«29 I5-SU TERUILLIGER C0NNECTI0N(8199)H3ECK RE
PE
CONST
TOTAL
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
9,200
153,640
162,840
0
0
0
0
0
0
9*200
153*640
162*840
»«30 I205-© ADSTONE INTCHG TO PARK PL-GRAOING/PAVIHG/ADD LANE-4R»4»4«««»356»584«»M*««»»««M«imnnununnuiiiJuuiinmii FAI205
COf«T 0 0 0 0 1,656,000 0 0 1*656*000
»»31 I205-ATRPCRT ROAD INTERCHANGE INFCRIIAriON CENTER-4R«»»»«»«»357*585»«»»»»«»»»«»»«»»»»«»<»*K*»»»»»»***M««»»» FAI205
CONST 0 0 0 0 736,000 0 0 736*000
»*32 I5-S0 TIGARD INTERCHANGE TO E PORTLAND FWY LANDSCAPING-4R»«*«i«4*»358*586*««»«««»»»*»«*<«»**ii«««*J««»»»»«*Ji»« FAI5
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 230,000 0 230*000
PAGE 5
SIXYR3.TXT
PLNGtf
84026
84017
PHASES
8SEP221.DAT
OBLIGATED
SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 01-JAN-84
05-Mar-84
1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 POST 1987 AUTHORIZED FA*
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM PROJECTS (CONTINUED)
x * 3 3 I5-TERUILLIGER OVERCROSSING
CONST O O
FAI5
2i208,000 2*208,000
* a 3 4 I5 -AT 184 INTERCHANGE-DECK RESTORATION AliD J0IifrS-4R«»»«»»^J»361*588»XMMXM«»>iMM»3«MMM«<»<MM)iMMMKX»M)i»8X«*»M» FAI5
PE
CONST
TO1AL
46*000
3,312,000
3,358,000
46*000
3,312*000
3*358*000
0
84005
I84-NE 117TH TO NE 122ND-GRADING/PAVING/STRUCrdRE/Ilfr^ FAI84
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,680*000 3*680*000
ft*36 I84-181ST INTERCHAMGE-GRADING/PAVING/UIDEN
CONST 0 0 0
FAI84
0 9*200*000 9*200*000
* *37 I2<>5 SE LESTER RO ItfrE£CHANGE~4RBXX*»KB«365B59lM*K*»****»^^ FAI205
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 0 3*496,000 3*496*000
BB38 I5-MAR-3UAJ1 INTCHG-NB/S8 MCLOUGHLIN RAMPS-PHASE 2 DEVJ3PMENT***<fiB»B369B592BBBBBBBBB*««*BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB FAI5
o o o o o o 19*320*000 19,320,000
B»39 I5-GREELEY RAI1P TO N B.'^FIELO INTO?CHVJ«E-DEVEL0PP^NTBBB»BB1IS370B593BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB«IBiBBBBBBBBBBMBB»BBMaB FAIS
PE
CONST
TOTAL
0 184*000 184*000
0 18*216*000 18*216*000
0 18,400*000 18*400*000
84024
PHASES
GSEP221.DAT
OBLIGATED
METROPOLIS/ SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 01-JAN-84
05~Mar-84
1983 1984 1985 1986
FEDERAL AIO INTERSTATE SYSTEM PROJECTS (CONTINUED)
1987 POST 1987 AUTHORIZED FAK
PAGE 7
SIXYR3.TXT
PLNGtt
«*40 I84-NE 122ND TO NE
CONST O 11.960,000 11,960,000
»»41 I84-NE 181ST AVE TO SUNDIAL R0ADH^TEL0PMENTaaaa«aaa372a595a>*d*«a»*Haaaaaaaaaaa«aaaa*a*aaaaa«aaaa«aaaaaKaa FAI34 84023
R/W
CONST
TOTAL
1,840,000
25,760,000
27,600,000
1,840,000
25,760,000
27,600,000
ft«42 I5/STAFF0RD ROM)
PE
CONST
TOTAL
28,588
172,960
201,548
28,588
172,960
201,548
FAI5 60302
**43 I5/NYBERG ROAD
PE
CONST
TOFAL
92,000
0
92,000
0
920,000
920,000
92,000
920,000
1,012,000
FAI5 60301
I5/UILS0HVILLE
PE 0
CONST 0
TOTAL 0
26,000
276,000
302,000
26,000
276,000
302,000
FAI5 10226
x*45 TUALATIN
CONST 0 368,000 368,000
FAI5 00041
PHASE5
SSEP221.DAT
OBLIGATED
SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IHPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 01-JAN-84
05-l1ar-84
1983 1934 1985 1986 1987 POST 1987 AUTHORIZED FAK
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEI1 PROJECTS (CONTINUED)
**46 I5-WAR3UAi1 BRIDGE TO HAINES ROAD RAUP f1ElTLR^«aa«aa*a673«lC6»«»aaaaaaa**aaaa8a*aKHa«M*aaaaa»SH88Ma*»*xKa* FAI5
PECONST
TOTAL
0
0
0
46,000
0
46i000
0
0
0
0
460,000
460,000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
46,000
460,000
506,000
79064
xx47 OREGON CITY PARK-AND^IDC***a«H»a674alO7a«aaa«asaaaaaaaa*aa**a<a<isaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa«aaaaaaBaaaaaaaaaaaaaa FAI205
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 230,000 0 230,000
80008
CONST 230,000 230,000
»»49 COLUffBIA BLVD/SANDY BLVD PARKHW^RIDEaa»aa«aa677alO9aa*«aa«<4s*aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaxaaaaa**aaaa«aaa«a»*a*aa«ax FAI205
PE
COHST
TOTAL
18,400
0
18,400
0
322,000
322,000
18,400
322,000
340,400
10189
**50 LOUER BOONES FERRY ROAD INTERCHANGE SIGNALSaaa«X8xa681«li0a»«x*«ax«aaaax*aaxxxxaaaaxxx*xaaxaaxaaa*xxxaxxa« FAU9473
PE
CONST
TOTAL
15,456
0
15,456
0
368,000
368,000
15,456
368,000
383,456
10088
TOTAL
PE
R/U
CONST
TOtAL
15,
15,
456
0
0
456
64.
13,512,
5,566,
400
000
000
19,142,400
17,
17,
844,
146,
991,
514
0
960
474
92,
53,619,
000
0
710
53,711,710
30,
30,
9
908
917
,200
0
,080
,280
37,
37,
46,000
0
888,3*
934,360
1,
115,
117,
184,000
840,000
507,840
531,840
1,255,
15,352,
570
000
260,636,950
277,244,520
PHASES
GSEP221.DAT
OBLIGATED
HETROPOU^ SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IflPROVEIIENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FO« QUARTER ENDING 01-JAN-84
05- fUr -84
1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 POST 1987 AUTHORIZED FA#
OTHER PROJECTS
* * 5 1 HIGHWAY 217 OVERLAY-SUNSET HIGHWAY TO I5xxxx«xxx342xlllHHaaa**«sxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx«xx*xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx FAP79
PE
CONST
TOTAL
0
0
0
0
0
0
176*000 0
0 2,757,040
176,000 2*757,040
0 176,000
0 2,757,040
0 2,933,040
* *52 SUHSET HUY AT CORNELL RD-W8 OFF RAMP SIGNAL-FAP»«»»»»M»376a596^»^»»»»««»»*»x»»»«H»»«»»^»»»»«?i«*»»H*»»Ha»»» FAP27
CONST 0 0 88,000 0 0 0 0 88,000
* M 5 3 SUNSET HvfY AT VISTA RIOGE TUfl^H>AVING-HES«M«*»**H377»597»*9as«ss*H»»a»Ha»aax^^ FAP27
CONST 0 0 225,000 0 0 0 0 225,000
x*54 US30-NU HOGE AVE TO NU HARBOR BLVD-SLIOE C0RRECTI0N-FAN»»»*«»<37?a598aa«*aaaaa**HM«aa*xaax»»*aaxaxxxxx»»H FAP2U
CONST 0 0 264.000 0 0 0 0 264,000
*x55 US303-SAN0Y BLVD-50TH TO
CONST 0 0 500,000 500,000
»»56 99U-PAHIFIC HUY AT 30TH AVE-LT
COhJST 0 0 135*000 135*000
xx57 0R213-82f40 AT JOHNSON CREEK BLVD-SIGNAL UPGRADE-HESx«txx)t4jix33546*}lxxxxxKXXXXXKXXXXXX«X)fxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 0
CONST 0 0 135,000 0 0 0 0 135,000
PAGE 9
SIXYR3.TXT
84009
PHASE5
GSEP221.DAT
OBLIGATED
_ SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 01-JAN-84
1983 198> 1986 1987 POST 1987 AUTHORIZED FA«
OTHER PROJECTS (CONTINUFD)
MX53 SUHSET HWY AT VISTA RIDGE TUNNEL MESSAGE SIGNING-HES»w»»tf»H'»386*iO2»*»»«*»*»»»»>i»»»MtJW4»»»»»»»»»»M*»«»»«»» FAP27
C0H3T O O O 450,000 0 0 0 450,000
2W»»59 US30-SU D9ANE AVE TO SU BALBOA A
CONST 0 0 0 135,000
ft*60 BH HUY-CAPITOL HUT TO TERWILLIGER BLVD BIKE
CONST 0 0 0 1W,OOO
135,000
100,000
99U-PAT.IFIC HWY AT SU FISHER ROAD SIGNAL-HESMa»»»»»»38?»605»'«^4«^«»«»»«»*fM»)iH«MX»»M»««iij«»»»M»»}i«»«»»»Ma»x» 0
CONST 0 0 0 90,00*5 0 0 0 90/000
SCHOLLS HUY AT 135TH AVE-SIGN^yREALIGNTlEhrr-FAP«»»*»»»a390»6C^»«»»»»»»»a»»*«»»*»»M*« 0
0 0 0 264,000 0 0 • 0 264,000
ft*63 SCHOLLS HUY AT SORRENTO ROAD SIGNAL-FAP»*»»»»»»3?l*607»»»»»«3rf«4«aj«aaH»»«aM»H»»»«M»»«««i«MXMMX»«»K««»K««»»M« 0
CONST 0 0 0 88,00'? 0 0 0 88,000
K*64 SCHOI.LS HUY AT NICOL ROAD TURN LANES-FAP«»»aHK«^392»6CS»««w»fla<j«^««HH»»Kaa»»aH»»»»»»»aa»»»»»a«»«»««H»H»»»» 0
CONST 0 0 0 132,000 0 0 0 132,000
»*63 SE 82MD AT SE CAUSEY ROAD OPTICOti CONTROLLER-FAP«rt»«HHHH394rf609«»a«»»«»»»»H»8»»»H»»H»«i«a»»Maa»»»HHH»»»Ha« 0
CONST 0 0 0 44,000 0 0 0 44,000
84029
PHASES
GSEP221.DAT
OBLIGATED
METROPOL^ SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 01-JAN-84
1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 POST 1987 AUTHORIZED FA#
OTHER PROJECTS (CONTINUED)
*»66 BVTN/TUALATIN HUY AT SU BRIDGEPCRT-SIGNAL/CHA!WELIZE-H£S*aHrt«a;<a395a610axaxxxxxxx^^ 0
CONST O O O 133,000 0 0 0 135,000
**67 I205-UILLAMENTTE RIVER BR(U LINN) SLAG UELD INSPECTII0H-HBR»^^«»««396«6imx«««M«a«M««<««»J<x»««««««KM«H»« 1205
CONST 0 0 0 0 280,000 0 0 280,000
»*68 US36-MT HOOD HUY AT PALf»UIST/ORIENT
CONST 0 0 0 352,000 352,000
*«69 US26-SUN9tT HUY AT SYLVAN-EB RAMP
CONST 0 0 0
FAP24
FAP27
0 132,000 132,000
* * 7 0 US30-BURLINGT0N RR TO UILL8RIDGE UNIT l-0VERLAY-FAPxxa»a**«402*6i4*xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxa*xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx FAP2U
CWP5T 0 0 0 0 1,584,000 0 . . 0 1/584,000
xa71 US3CB-NE 60TH TO f
CCJhKT 0 2.640,0«>!) 2,640,000
xa72 US30B-NE PORTLAND HUY AT VS. 158TH-SIGNAL/CHANNELIZE~FAPaaa««a«3i404a616aaxxax«xxxxxaa«a«aaaxxaxaxxxaxxaaxaa 0
CONST 0 0 0 0 176,000 0 0 176,000
aa73 TV HIGHUAY AT SU 91ST SIGf{AL~FAPaxxxxxaa405a617aaxaaaaa«aaa44«4«tiiaaxaxxxaaaxxxxxxxxxa)i)(xxxaxaaxxxKxxxxxxxx 0
0 0 0 0 88,0<50 0 0 88,000
84016
PHASES
GSEP221.DAT
OBLIGATED
HETROPOL^N SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 01-JAN-84
05-Mar-84
1983 1934 1985 1986 1987 POST 1987 AUTHORIZED FA«
OTHER PROJECTS (CONTINUED)
»»74 BVTN HTLLSOALE HUY-SCHOLLS FY RD TO 65TH
CONST O O O
B * 7 5 I5/TERUILLIGER
CONST 0
50,000 50*000
FAI5
4.000,000 4,000,000
**76 I205-SUNNYSIDE RD TO WEST LINN 8IKEWAY PHA3El-BIK*E»«»«a«»»409>»620»'*»»>«»*«»*MM»»»J<»»J«««»»»»»*a»»*»«»8*«»*»» 1205
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 350,000 0 350,000
**77 US26-SUNSET HUY CLIHB LA^-CAJ'IYON RD TO VISTA RIDGE TUNNEL-FAPii»»*>i»»»410»621»*iix»*«)t«<»«*««Ji«»««>i*ii«*«M«M FAP27
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 4.400,000 0 4,400,000
*«78 US26-SUMSET HUY/CANYON RD TO RAA3 RD
CONST 0 0 0
FAP27
0 50,000 50,000
»»79 RESERVE FOR SURFACE PRESERVATION-METRO REGI0N-FAPH»M»»»»»4l2'»673^»»«»»»»»'H»»»«»x«M**»x^*MM»«««a»M»»»»»«aH»» 0
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 2,288,000 4,400,000 6,688,000
»«80 BEA^'ERTON/TUALATIN HUY INTERSECTION CHANNELIZATI0N-FAP»»^«a«J»i«413»624HM«»»»»«**M»»»M*9»««»»Ji»«»«3i»jf»}HHi)UUi 0
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 0 88,000 88,000
««81 BEA^RTON/TUALATIN HUY AT SE OAK-SIGNAL/LEFT TURN-HES»H»«»»»44t4*6?5«»aMHa«»»»»»«»3iM*a«»Ji«»a3fjiRJi)i»«»iiii»JUi 0
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 0 135,000 135,000
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PHASES
GSEP221.DAT
OBLIGATED 1983
OTHER PROJECTS (CONTINUED)
METROPOIw^N SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 01-JAN-84
05-Mar-84
1984 1985 1986 1987 POST 1987 AUTHORIZED FA#
»«82 US26 SUNSET/HELVETIA ROAD INTERCHAhfGE-FAP»»a««»»»^16»626«»»«^««s^««»»»»»»»»*«»»M*»«»«XMit)«M»«»)»»)i»)««»aM«»»M« FAP27
CONST O O O 2,992,000 0 0 0 2,992*000
»*83 US26-SUN3ET/CGRNELIUS PASS ROAD INTCHGH5EVELGPMENT/FPx»*«xa»4422*627x»xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx<xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx FAP27
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 0 792,000 792,000
K484 US309-NE COLUMBIA BLVD TO NE LOtiBARD
CONST 0 0 0 0 1,936,000 1,936,000
*»85 US26-SUNSET/JACKSON RD
CONST 0 0
FAP27
0 0 4,400,000 4,400,000
n*86 US26-SUNSET/NE 185TH AVE INTERCHA^E-DEV£L0PI1ENT»»»»»a»»426»620«»«»»»»a»a«»»»»«a»»»ftii»4Ha»a«»«a» FAP27
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 0 4,400,000 4,400,000
**87 US26-SUNSET/C0RNELL ROAD
CONST 0 0
FAP27
0 0 4,400,000 4,400,000
xx88 US30B-NE 82N0 AVE TO
CONST 0 0 0 1,408,000 1,408,000
»»89
CONST
?AY INTERCHANGE-PHASE I-FAP*»xaxa»»x567»115»»s<»»aa<<*<5«»»xx»xx»xxxxxxxxxxHSxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx FAP27
0 0 0 0 0 1,936,000 0 1,936,000
60336
PHASES
G3EP221.DAT
OBLIGATED
HETROPOLwiN SERVICfc DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION WPROVEI1ENT PROGRAf!
QUARTERLY REPORT FOR GUARTtR ENDING 01-JAN-84
1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 POST 1987 AUTHORIZED FAK
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SIXYR3.TXT
PLNG*
OTHER PROJECTS (CONTINUED)
**90 TV HWY AT HURRAY BLV3 INTERSECTION If1PRC^f1ENT»««Ha»«»680»117»4«»»««»a»»MKM«»M««H««»«Hic»XM««8SM«K}t«KH««»8« FAP32 80020
PE
RAJ
COHST
TOTAL
33*067
0
0
33,067
11,933
0
0
11,933
0
30,000
0
30,000
0
0
528,0-50
528,000
0
0
0
0
45,000
30,000
528,000
603,000
«*91 ROSS ISLAND BRIDGE 0VERLAY*«««M«»«682xil8«»«««»H«*a«««»»^«««<«<«<<««««M«MH»M«»H««««««X4««»««»H«aH»«««M««»» FAP24 10085
PE
CONST
TOTAL
23,455
0
23,455
64,545
0
64,545
1,760,000
1,760,000
88,000
1,760,000
1,848,000
TOrAL
PE
R/U
CONST
RESRV
TOTAL
56,
56,
522
0
0
0
522
76,
76,
478
0
0
0
478
3,
3,
176,000
30,000
107,000
0
313,000
7,
7,
713,
715,
0
0
0<?0
0
040
5,
5,
0
0
302,000
0
302, WO
10,
2,
13,
736,
288,
024,
0
0
000
000
000
17,
4,
21,
559,
400,
959,
0
0
000
000
000
44,
6,
51,
309,000
30,000
419,040
688,000
446,040
PHASES
GSEP221.DAT
OBLIGATED
PROJECTS
GRAMD TOTAL
PE
R/U
CONST
RESSV
TOTAL
71,978
0
0
0
71,978
REPORT TOTAL
PE 71,978
R/U 0
CONST 0
RESRV 0
TOTAL 71*978
1983
140.878
13,512,000
5,566,000
0
19,218.878
140,878
13,512,000
5,566,000
0
19,218,878
METROPOL w i ! SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMQUARTERLY REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDING 01-JAN-84
03-Mar-84
1984 1985
1,020,514 92,00-5
30.000 0
20,253,960 61.334,750
0 0
21,304.474 61.426.750
1,020.514 92,000
30,000 0
20,253,960 61,334,750
0 0
21,304,474 61,426,750
1986
9,200
0
36,210,080
0
36,219,280
9,200
0
36,210,080
0
36,219,280
1987 POST 1987 AUTHORIZED FA*
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PLNGJ*
46,000
0
48,624,360
2,288,000
50,958,360
46,000
0
48,624,360
2,288,000
50,958,360
184,000
1,840,000
133,066,840
4,400,000
139,490,840
184,000
1,840,000
133.066.840
4,400,000
139,490,840
1,564,570
15,382.000
305,055,990
6,688,000
328,690,560
1,564,570
15,382,000
305,055,990
6,688,000
328,690,560
STAFF REPORT Agenda I t e m No
Meet ing Date
CONSIDERATION OF RESOLUTION NO. 84-45 2 FOR THE
PURPOSE OF AUTHORIZING FEDERAL FUNDS FOR A
16 (b) (2) SPECIAL TRANSPORTATION PROJECT AND
AMENDING THE TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
D a t e : F e b r u a r y 14 , 1984 P r e s e n t e d by : Andrew Cotugno
FACTUAL BACKGROUND AND ANALYSIS
Proposed Action
Recommend Council adoption of the attached Resolution which
authorizes $13,600 of Federal 16(b)(2) funds. These funds will be
used for the purchase of a 10- to 16-passenger vehicle and related
equipment to provide special transportation services in Southwest
Portland to specific client groups not served by Tri-Met. This
Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) addition will allow the
agency to apply for 16 (b) (2) funding from ODOT.
This action is consistent with the adopted Intergovernmental
Agreement entered into by Oregon Department of Transportation
(ODOT), Tri-Met and Metro, whereby roles, responsibilities and
funding for Special Needs transportation are established.
TPAC has reviewed this project and recommends approval of the
Resolution.
Background
Section 16(b)(2) authorizes the Urban Mass Transportation
Administration (UMTA) to make capital grants to private, nonprofit
organizations to provide transportation services for elderly and
handicapped persons. Capital investments include purchase of
conventional and paratransit vehicles and other equipment associated
with providing local and regional (non-intercity) transportation
services to the elderly and handicapped. Apportioned 16 (b) (2) funds
are not available for operating expenses. Transportation
Improvement Programs and their Annual Elements must be amended to
include new 16 (b) (2) projects.
Section 16 (b) (2) funding is only available to private,
nonprofit organizations in the Metro region and only for use to
serve specific client groups that cannot be served effectively by
Tri-Met. In applying these c r i t e r i a , Tri-Met and Metro review a l l
applications and recommend approval or denial accordingly.
A local provider has submitted an application for capital
equipment using 16(b)(2) funds and has been found to meet the
criteria of serving specific client groups which cannot better be
served by Tri-Met. The application involves:
Federal $/
Name/Area Equipment Applicant $
Neighborhood House, Inc./ 1 Bus w/lift $13,600/$3,400
Southwest Portland
EXECUTIVE OFFICER'S RECOMMENDATION
The Executive Officer recommends approval of the attached
Resolution.
COMMITTEE CONSIDERATION AND RECOMMENDATION
AC/gl
6005B/107
02/24/84
BEFORE THE COUNCIL OF THE
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
FOR THE PURPOSE OF AUTHORIZING ) RESOLUTION NO. 84-452
FEDERAL FUNDS FOR A 16 (b) (2) )
SPECIAL TRANSPORTATION PROJECT AND ) Introduced by the Joint
AMENDING THE TRANPORTATION ) Policy Advisory Committee
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (TIP) ) on Transportation
WHEREAS, ODOT, Tri-Met, and Metro have entered into an
Intergovernmental Agreement which established roles,
responsibilities and funding for Special Needs transportation; and
WHEREAS, This Agreement specifies that 16(b)(2) funding
will be made available only to nonprofit organizations serving
specific client-groups which cannot better be served by regular
Tri-Met service to the elderly and handicapped community; and
WHEREAS, To comply with federal requirements the TIP must
be amended to include projects recommended for UMTA 16(b)(2) funds;
and
WHEREAS, Neighborhood House, Inc., a local provider, has
submitted a project application for funding authorization involving
$13,600 in Federal 16 (b) (2) funds; and
WHEREAS, The project described was reviewed and found
consistent with federal requirements and regional policies and
objectives; now, therefore,
BE IT RESOLVED,
1. That Federal 16 (b) (2) funds be authorized for the
purchase of a 10- to 16-passenger Special Transportation vehicle and
wheelchair lift:
Neighborhood House, Inc., a private nonprofit
social service agency in Southwest Portland $13,600
2. That the TIP and its Annual Element be amended to
reflect this authorization.
3. That the Metro Council finds the project to be in
accordance with the region's continuing, cooperative, comprehensive
planning process and, thereby, gives affirmative Intergovernmental
Project Review approval.
ADOPTED by the Council of the Metropolitan Service District
this day of , 1984.
Presiding Officer
BP/gl
6005B/107
02/24/84
DRAFT
FY 1985
UNIFIED WORK PROGRAM
February 15, 1984
Metropolitan Service District
Tri-Met
Oregon Department of Transportation
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REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION PLAN; REFINEMENT
The adopted Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) provides the region a
comprehensive policy and investment blueprint for an effective
long-range transportation system. In order to maintain continuous
relevance of the RTP to the changing transportation needs of the
region, an ongoing effort to identify, study and resolve outstanding
issues is required.
Program Objectives:
1. Process requests for minor amendments to the RTP as needed
and adopt the 1984/85 update to reflect changes agreed to
date.
2. Review local comprehensive plans for consistency with the
RTP; implement a program to obtain consistency during the
local jurisdiction's next review or update process.
3. Define the Minor Arterial and Collector system consistent
with local comprehensive plans. Identify inconsistencies,
perform technical analysis (as required), and coordinate
resolution of interjurisdictional disagreements.
4. Complete the Cornell/Barnes-Burnside assessment and
coordinate development of consistent classification and
improvement strategy.
• . • . ' *> .
5. Provide review and technical analysis as required to
evaluate the Tri-Met Five-Year Transportation Development
Plan (TDP) for consistency with the adopted RTP.
Relation to Previous Work:
RTP adopted July 1, 1982.
RTP FY 1983 update adopted October 1983.
Products:
1. FY 1985 RTP Update.
2. Status Report(s) on Local Comprehensive Plan consistency
with RTP.
3. Minor Arterial/Collector system amendment to RTP.
4. Documentation of Cornell/Barnes-Burnside assessment and
improvement strategy.
5. Adoption of key elements of TDP into RTP.
- 1 -
Expenses:
Metro: Personnel
M & S
TOTAL
$43
$43
,600
0
,600
Revenues:
FY 85 PL
ODOT Match
FY 85 Sec. 8
Metro Match
TOTAL
$18,779
2,321
18,000
4,500
$43,600
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REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION PLAN: MAJOR UPDATE
The adopted RTP provides the region with a comprehensive policy and
investment blueprint for an effective long-range transportation
system. As a result of demographic and economic events since the
original adoption of the RTP, the basic assumptions of the Plan need
to be re-evaluated to ensure the most cost-effective mix of transit,
highway and rideshare programs are included.
Program Objectives:
1. Update Basic Planning Assumptions
a. Update 20-year population/employment growth patterns.
b. Update basic assumptions affecting travel patterns
including gas price, parking cost, inflation rates,
transit fare, etc.
c. Verify that travel-forecasting model adequately
replicates existing travel patterns using current
traffic counts and ridership information (to be
conducted under Model Refinement program).
2. Update Adopted RTP Travel Forecasts
Based upon above, produce updated 20-year traffic and
transit ridership forecasts for the "RTP" and "No Build"
alternatives to use for detailed project development and
design activities.
3. RTP Re-evaluation
a. Re-evaluate the RTP rideshare; "target" to ensure it is
feasible; evaluate the potential of telecommunications
to reduce long-range travel demands; determine the
effect of these programs on reducing travel demand and
minimizing the need for public improvements.
b. Evaluate a range of alternative transit system concepts
and sizes to ensure the most cost-effective service
plan is included in the RTP.
c. Taking into consideration the preferred level of
transit ridership, ridesharing and telecommunications,
identify additional highway projects needed to serve
long-range traffic demands (particularly on the Minor
Arterial and Collector system).
d. Based upon the transit system concept developed under
(a) above, determine whether any segments of the Light
Rail Transit (LRT) system will be cost-effective within
20 years and merit inclusion^in the RTP and the
segments that should proceed to the EIS stage within
20 years.
: • ; • ' •
;
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4. Cost/Financing
Document capital and operating costs of the various
components of the preferred RTP defined under #3 above and
assess the degree to which existing transportation funding
sources will meet these needs.
Relation to Previous Work:
RTP adopted July 1, 1982.
RTP FY 1984 update adopted October 1983.
Products:
1. Updated 20-year population/employment growth forecasts (by
June 30, 1984).
2. Technical memo documenting basic assumptions to be used in
travel forecasts.
3. Updated 20-year traffic and transit ridership forecasts for
the "RTP" and "No Build" alternatives.
4. Technical memo documenting RTP rideshare "target"
assumption.
5. Technical memo documenting RTP telecommunications
assumptions vis-a-vis travel demand.
6. Technical memo evaluating a range of transit/highway system
alternatives.
7. Updated RTP including most cost-effective mix of 20-year
transportation investments.
Note: The above process is being initiated in FY 1984 and will
require more than one budget year to complete. The schedule
is particularly subject to the extent and techniques for
public involvement. .
Expenses:
Metro: Personnel
M & S
TOTAL
$1.17
11
$129
,550
,750
,300
Revenues:
FY 85 PL
ODOT Match
FY 85 Sec. 8
Metro Match
Tri-Met Match
TOTAL
$ 60,042
7,421
49,470
6,184
6,183
$129,300
REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION PLAN: FINANCING
Program Objective:
The major open issue in the RTP is financing. The Metropolitan
Service District (Metro) staff will work with Transportation
Policy Alternatives Committee (TPAC) to identify priority
financing issues and build a regional consensus on solutions.
Relation to Previous Work:
This is a carryover project from FY 1984 and 1983 and focuses
on the unfunded portions of the RTP.
Products:
1. Survey of Financing Techniques -JThere will be a series of
analyses and reports as defined by TPAC on new rules,
guidelines and trends in transportation financing. The
report series may cover:
Federal Legislation
State Legislation
Private Sector Financing
2. Local Case Studies - A technical group will share case
studies from the Portland region. This group will produce
analyses and recommendations on specific financing
strategies. '•.-
3. Technical Assistance - Technical assistance will be
provided on a request-basis to provide data, information
and regional coordination that are a necessary complement
to the financing efforts of the local jurisdictions.
4. Regional Consensus Building on RTP Financing
Policies/Mechanisms - As options, policies or financing
mechanisms are identified which receive local government
support, staff will take all administrative and public
involvement steps necessary to amend the RTP.
Expenses:
Metro: Personnel
M & S
TOTAL
$63
$63
,054
0
r054
Revenues:
FY 84 (e)(4)
FY 83 (e)(4)
Metro Match
TOTAL
$32,710
20,886
9,458
?63,054
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PHASE I ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS - SOUTHERN/BI-STATE/BARBUR CORRIDORS
Program Objectives:
1. Phase 1: Complete the decision process for Phase 1 of the
Regional LRT System Plan (Southern and Bi-State Corridors),
including: a) adoption of the McLoughlin Boulevard highway
and transit improvement program and staging plan;
b) allocation of the McLoughlin Boulevard. Interstate
Transfer Reserve; and c) adoption of the Bi-State Transit
Improvement program.
2. Phase 2: Determine the cost and feasibility of LRT in the
following corridors: a) 1-5 South/Bar bur Boulevard;
b) Sunset LRT extension from Beaverton to Tigard;
c) S.W. 185th Avenue to Hillsboro; d) Tigard to Tualatin;
e) Macadam Avenue; and f) McLoughlin LRT extension from
Milwaukie to Lake Oswego.
3. Phase 3: Determine the cost and feasibility of LRT in the
following Clackamas County corridors: a) Milwaukie to
Oregon City via McLoughlin Boulevard; b) Milwaukie to
Clackamas Town Center; and c) 1-205 from Gateway to
Clackamas Town Center to Oregon City.
4. Finalize the LRT operation concept in downtown Portland
based upon results of each corridor.
5. Based upon 1 and 2 above, eliminate LRT corridors which are
not cost-effective from the RTP and compile a comparison of
each cost-effective segment to establish a system staging
plan.
6. In conjunction with the RTP update, based upon decisions
made on the overall transit system concept and size,
determine whether any segments will be cost-effective
within 20 years and, of those, whether any will be adopted
as a 20-year plan.
7. Determine whether to proceed with a Phase II Alternatives
Analysis for any of the corridors reviewed.
Relation to Previous Work:
The Regional LRT System Plan Scope of Work (approved in
FY 1983) serves as an overall guide for the Regional LRT System
Plan project phases. This Scope of Work provides a context for
following the federal process for a Phase I and Phase II
Alternatives Analysis. The first geographic area of analysis,
which is comprised of the Southern Corridor, the Bi-State
Corridor (1-5 North and 1-205 North) and the Central Portland
study area, was begun in FY 1983. All of the technical work is
scheduled for completion prior to FY 1985. A supportive
consulting engineering effort was also begun in FY 1984, in
accordance with the Regional LRT System Plan Scope of Work.
- 6 -
The Barbur Carridor/Westside Branches is the second geographic
area identified for evaluation in the "Regional LRT System Plan
Scope of Work," adopted in FY 1983. All work in this area will
be built upon the results of the Westside Corridor Project
Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) (March 1982) and
Preferred Alternatives Report (January 1983).
Phase 3 of the Regional LRT System Plan will review extensions
to the Eastside LRT System in Clackamas County, building upon
the results of Phase 1 (Southern and Bi-State Corridors).
Products:
1. McLoughlin Corridor Highway/Transit Staging Plan and
Financing Strategy, together with the allocation of the
McLoughlin Corridor Interstate Transfer Reserve.
2. Phase I Alternatives Analysis recommendations and resulting
amendments to RTP.
3. A 20-year LRT plan, and a staging plan for those corridors
proven to be cost-effective.
4. Decision on whether to proceed with a Phase II Alternatives
Analysis in any of these corridors and a "Promising
Alternatives" report, documenting analysis performed thus
far.
Responsibilities:
Metro is responsible for the overall conduct of the study,
coordination of the Oregon decisions, Oregon public
involvement, technical analysis associated with travel
forecasts, impact analysis and cost-effectiveness evaluation.
Tri-Met is responsible for definition of alternatives including
engineering analysis, capital costing and operating costing.
The Regional Planning Council of Clark County (RPC) is
responsible for coordinating Washington decisions for the
Bi-State Study.
Portland will provide input on impact analyses and provide
technical supervision of traffic impact analyses in Portland,
- 7 -
Expenses: Revenues:
Metro: Personnel $ 97,066
M & S 27 ,9 50
$125,016
fri-Met: Personnel $ 58,368
M & S 90,200
148,568
Portland: Personnel $15,000
M & S 0
$15,000
TOTAL $288,584
FY 85 (e)(4)
Metro Match
Tri-Met Match
Phase I AA (29-9008)
Portland Match
FY 85 Phase I
Tri-Met In-Kind Match
Portland Match
OR-90-000 3
Tri-Met Match
FY 84 Sec. 9
Tri-Met Match
$ 86,926
7,670
7,670
43,500
1,500
80,000
13,368
750
1,760
440
36,000
9,000
$288,584
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SOUTHWEST CORRIDOR STUDY
The adopted RTP recognized several outstanding transportation issues
in the Southwest Corridor. Begun in FY 1984, this study will
identify, evaluate and define the effects of different
transportation investments and policies in the Corridor and
designate the arterial and transit trunk route elements of the
regional transportation system in the Corridor.
Program Objectives:
1. Document a year 2000 travel-demand forecast on the
committed system and identify problems that need to be
resolved.
2. Document the evaluation of a "modest-cost" alternative
targeted at a minimum set of highway improvements, transit
service expansion and demand management programs.
3. Document the evaluation of a scenario consisting of
additional highway improvements on existing facilities to
provide an adequate level of service.
4. Document the evaluation of alternative improvement
strategies beyond improvements to the existing facilities
(bypasses, LRT, etc.).
5. Determine the relationship between planned high-density
land uses along Kruse Way and transit service.
6. Determine the need for 1-5 access improvements to
Wilsonville and/or Tualatin.
7. Determine the relationship between LRT feasibility and
other potential improvements in the Corridor.
8. Identify highway and transit service improvements needed in
the Corridor.
9. Define the preferred regional highway and transit corridor
improvement strategy in the I-5/99W Corridor between
Portland and Tigard.
Relation to Previous Work:
1. The RTP recognized many unresolved issues in the Southwest
Corridor.
2. The Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) (Southwest
Traffic Analysis) and adopted local comprehensive plan
recommended projects that have not achieved consensus by
affected local jurisdictions.
— Q —
3. Tri-Met's TDP identifies a Tualatin transit station but not
an 1-5 corridor trunk route.
4. ODOT's 1983 Origin/Destination Survey in the Corridor.
Products:
RTP amendments to incorporate arterial and trunk route
designations and additional improvements in highway and transit
service.
Expenses; Revenues;
Metro: Personnel $103,000 FY 85 PL $ 22,741
M & S 8,400 ODOT Match 2,811
TOTAL $111,400 FY 85 (e)(4) 72,971
Metro Match 6,439
Tri-Met 6,438
TOTAL $111,400
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ELDERLY AND HANDICAPPED PLANNING
Program Objectives:
It Evaluate alternative public and private strategies for
providing special services.
2. Evaluate alternative funding responsibilities and
strategies.
3. Coordinate input from the elderly and handicapped
community, public and private operators and local
jurisdictions.
4. Adopt an Elderly and Handicapped Services element of the
RTP.
Relation to Previous Work:
I'd'. 1977 - Interim Special Transportation Plan.
2. 1980 - Sec. 504 Transition Plan.
3. Miscellaneous Transportation Improvement Program (TIP)
amendments particularly for 16(b)(2) funds.
4. Sec. 9 (A) - funded Elderly and Handicapped Planning.
Products:
1. Revise Tri-Met Special Needs Transportation Plan.
2. RTP Amendment to incorporate Special Needs Transportation
Plan.
Responsibilities:
Tri-Met will act as program coordinator; Metro will provide a
supportive role and amend the RTP with pertinent conclusions.
Expenses:
Metro:
Tri-Met
TOTAL
Personnel
: Personnel
$10,
20,
$30,
000
000
000
Revenues:
FY 83 Sec. 8
Tri-Met Match
FY 84 Section 9
Tri-Met Match
TOTAL
$ 8,000
2,000
16,000
4,000
$30,000
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TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
The TIP is a federally required document setting forth funding for
transportation improvements identified in the RTP, including project
length, termini, estimated total costs, federal funds to be
obligated by program year, identification of recipient and state and
local agencies responsible for carrying out the project.
Program Objectives:
• 1. Allocate available federal funding for the program year by
establishing project priorities and individual jurisdiction
budgets.
2. Monitor funding status of applicable federal funds
including project authorizations and obligations. Major
emphasis will be placed on Interstate Transfer funds
(highway and transit), Urban Mass Transportation
Administration (UMTA) grants and: Federal Aid Urban funds.
Maintain overall status of the above by clear distinction
of: UMTA (e)(4) grants broken into Banfield and all other;
highway and transit by jurisdiction; and UMTA grants set
forth under the UMTA Act.
3. Adopt the FY 1985 TIP annual update including the
assessment of air quality conformity (October 1984).
4. Publish quarterly TIP updates.
5. Provide input at the state and federal level of regional
transportation funding needs.
6. Provide generalized support to state and local
jurisdictions by conducting specialized cost studies.
7. Update the Federal Aid Urban boundary as required.
Relation to Previous Work:
TIP updates and ongoing project priority setting.
Products:
1. FY 1985 TIP and periodic updates.
2. FY 1985 funding priorities.
Expenses: Revenues:
Metro:
TOTAL
Personnel
M & S
$108
1
$110
,150
,850
,000
FY 85 (e) (4)
Metro Match
Tri-Met Match
ODOT Match
TOTAL
$ 93,500
3,357
3,356
9,787
$110,000
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TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
Program Objective:
To provide travel analysis and forecasts as needed by local
agencies and jurisdictions.
Relation to Previous Work:
This is an ongoing service which has been provided to member
jurisdictions on a request basis.
Products:
1. Metro assistance for
Staff Assistance
Computer Usage
Training
2. Technical Assistance to the jurisdictions will be based on
a budget allocation as follows:
Portland
Multnomah
Washington
Clackamas
Port
Tri-Met
ODOT
County
County
County
$19,000
10,000
12,300
8,700
5,000
10,000
10,000
$75,000
The result of the allocation should provide a better
distribution of limited funds.
Expenses:
Metro: Personnel
M & S
TOTAL
$68,000
7,000
$75,000
Revenues:
FY 85 PL
ODOT Match
FY 85 Sec. 8
Metro Match
Tri-Met Match
TOTAL
$35,600
4,400
28,000
3,500
3,500
$75,000
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BANFIELD LIGHT RAIL TRANSIT RIDERSHIP ANALYSIS
Program Objectives:
Assess whether there is an "intrinsic attractiveness" of LRT to
increase transit ridership; document and modify
travel-forecasting models if necessary.
Evaluate the transportation characteristics of Banfield LRT
service which are currently taken into consideration when
forecasting ridership (population, land use, travel time and
cost factors) to determine if there is an "intrinsic attraction
factor" in travel behavior to use LRT. If so, document and
quantify to incorporate in model.
Relation to Previous Work:
This study would draw upon current transit forecasting premises
and utilize developed forecasting techniques to determine
potential travel behavior and patterns on the Banfield light
rail.
Proposed Program:
This program involves the following major activities:
1. Pre-Banfield LRT Behavior Survey - Prior to completion of
the LRT, conduct a regionwide travel behavior survey with a
higher density sample size in the LRT corridor; estimate
models based upon the survey and calibrate to actual
traffic counts and transit ridership levels.
2. Post-Banfield LRT Behavior Survey - After completion of the
LRT, conduct another travel behavior survey within the
Banfield LRT corridor; estimate models based upon the
survey including definition of an LRT attraction factor if
one exists and calibrate to actual traffic counts and
transit ridership levels..
3. 1987 LRT Ridership Evaluation - Apply the pre- and
post-Banfield models to determine what ridership level
would be expected with and without the LRT attraction
factor; define the proportion of ridership that is
attributable to the characteristics of the transportation
system versus the bias in the population's travel behavior
to use LRT.
4. 2000 LRT Ridership Forecast - Apply updated models to
revise year 2000 ridership projections; compare to previous
year 2000 projections holding all other variables constant.
5. Document results.
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Analytical Process:
1. Pre-Banfield LRT Behavior Survey - Spring 1985
a. Using 1977 travel behavior survey as the basis, define
the proposed survey, sample characteristics and
socio-economic controls.
b. Conduct travel behavior survey with an approximate
1,000 sample size within the LRT corridor to ensure
adequate coverage for both LRT station walk-on riders
and feeder bus riders -and- an approximate 1,000 sample
size for the balance of the region; take traffic
counts, on-board transit ridership counts and on-board
transit origin-destination survey.
c. Using current models as a starting place, estimate
model equations based upon new travel behavior survey.
d. Apply models using 1985 land use and transportation
system characteristics to produce estimates of transit
ridership and traffic counts; compare to actual counts;
revise model equations as needed to calibrate to counts.
Product: Travel-forecasting models based upon 1985
behavior survey calibrated to 1985 traffic and transit
ridership counts.
2. Post-Banfield LRT Behavior Survey - Spring 1987
a. Using the same survey, design and sample size as
developed above, take a new 1987 travel behavior survey
within the LRT corridor. (Note: a full regionwide
survey is unnecessary since a major new transportation
facility has not been introduced elsewhere to affect
travel behavior) ; take traffic counts, on-board transit
ridership counts and on-board transit
origin-destination survey.
b. Using updated models as a starting place, estimate
model equations based upon new survey with particular
attention to travel patterns served by the LRT
facility; determine whether or not an attractiveness
factor exists for LRT travel patterns to and from both
station area and feeder bus service areas.
c. Apply models using 1987 land use and transportation
system characteristics to produce estimates of transit
ridership and traffic counts; compare to actual counts;
revise model equations as needed to calibrate to counts.
Product: Travel-forecasting models based upon 1987
behavior survey to include an LRT attractiveness factor (if
necessary) calibrated to 1987 traffic and transit ridership
counts.
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3. 1987 LRT Ridership Analysis - Using counts, survey results
and travel-forecasting models for the pre- and post-LRT
condition, evaluate the degree to which the LRT ridership
level is attributable to growth service changes and the
intrinsic attraction toward rail transit.
4. 2000 LRT Ridership Forecast - Update long-range Banfield
LRT forecast based upon updated models.
5. Document Results - Document methodology, 1985 and 1987
model equations, bias factor and its degree of significance
and effect of attractiveness factor on existing and
projected ridership level.
Expenses;
Metro:
Personnel
M & S
TOTAL
$140,000-150,000
10,000-50,000
$150,000-200,000
Revenues:
Sec. 8 Discr.
Metro Match
Tri-Met Match
TOTAL
$120,000-160,000
15,000-20,000
15,000-20,000
$150,000-200,000*
*This task is programmed to be funded with discretionary UMTA funds
and is subject to receipt of such funds; the range of cost is
dependent upon whether a new travel behavior survey will be
necessary or this can be drawn from ongoing Tri-Met data base
maintenance efforts. A more detailed scope of work will be
necessary if UMTA indicates there is a possibility of discretionary
funding. Budget shown is for a three-year period.
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WESTSIDE CORRIDOR PROJECT
Program Objectives:
1. Complete PE of a Sunset LRT line between Portland and
Washington County; calculate construction costs.
2. Prepare an updated operating plan for the Sunset LR!T line,
indicating which headways, hours and miles, number of
vehicles required and operating costs.
3. Prepare a Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS),
according to current UMTA guidelines, detailing the
reasons for choice of this alternative and answers to
questions raised in the DEIS process.
4. Prepare Westside Corridor Project financing package for
regional review.
5. Continue Westside Corridor Project consensus building
process with key public interests.
Relation to Previous Work:
By July 1, 1983, the Westside Corridor Project had completed
the (a) alternatives analysis, (b) DEIS, (c) public hearings,
(d) selection of preferred alternatives, and (e) the PE/FEIS
grant application. Over the next two to two and one-half
years, the Westside Corridor Project needs to (a) complete PE,
(b) complete FEIS, (c) complete financing package, and (d) do
final regional review and approval. The PE grant application
will include a detailed work program for these tasks.
Products:
1. Engineering drawings at 1" - 50' of the Sunset LRT
alignment and detailed site plans and designs of stations.
2. Cost estimates of right-of-way, track construction,
overhead wires, signals, stations, vehicles and
maintenance facilities.
3. LRT operating plan including string charts and labor
build-up staffing tables.
4. FEIS for the chosen alternative.
5. Analysis of Tri-Met's cash-flow position over the next
15 years as it relates to the feasibility of constructing
and operating the Westside Corridor Project.
6. Analysis of federal funding opportunities and prospects
for Westside Corridor Project.
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7. Analysis of state funding opportunities and prospects for
Westside Corridor Project including state bonding.
8. Analysis of tax benefit-leveraged lease back financing
opportunities for Westside Corridor Project.
9. Analysis of vendor financing opportunities for Westside
Corridor Project including export tax credits, turnkey
operations, etc.
10. Analysis of land donation opportunities for Westside
Corridor Project.
11. Analysis of special taxation district opportunities for
Westside Corridor Project.
12. Analysis of LRT operating nonprofit (63-20) corporation
opportunities for Westside Corridor Project.
13. Continued public involvement.
14. Translation of funding opportunities into specifications
for PE.
Expenses;
Metro: Personnel
M & S
Tri-Met: Personnel
M & S
TOTAL
Revenues:
Westside Phase II
(OR-29-9004)
Metro Match
Tri-Met Match
FY 85 Sec. 9
Tri-Met Match
Section 9A
Tri-Met Match
FY 84 (e) (4)
OR-29-9002
Tri-Met Match
TOTAL
AA/DEIS
$
$1
35,942
15,050
8,450
728,736
182,184
35,955
8,989
446,250
78,750
,540,306
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AIR QUALITY PLAN ASSESSMENT
Program Objectives:
Assist the Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) in
assessing whether or not progress is being made toward
attainment of the implementation plans for ozone and carbon
monox i de.
Relation to Previous Work:
This assessment continues monitoring the State Implementation
Plans (SIP) that were approved by the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA).
Products:
1. Travel forecasting and air quality models to produce 1984
and 1987 estimate of hydrocarbon emissions from automobiles
for submittal to DEQ.
2. Assist DEQ in SIP compliance assessment to determine
whether or not the ozone growth cushion for new industrial
sources can be maintained.
3. Assist DEQ and Portland in evaluating alternatives for
Downtown Portland carbon monoxide compliance.
4. Provide limited technical assistance to DEQ in evaluating
potential transportation control strategies.
$15,000
5,000
$20>000
Expenses:
Metro: Personnel
M & S
TOTAL
$17
2
$20
,500
,500
,000
Revenues:
EPA 105
Metro
TOTAL
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COORDINATION AND MANAGEMENT
Program Objectives:
1. Internal management of the Transportation Department toward
implementation of the Unified Work Program (UWP).
2. Provide support to various Metro committees; coordinate
with ODOT, Tri-Met and local jurisdictions.
3. Provide documentation to Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) and UMTA of departmental activities, including A-95,
monthly and quarterly progress reports.
4. Continue to update Title VI documentation as 1980 Census
data becomes available.
5. Provide for staff development through performance
evaluations and training.
Relation to Previous Work:
This work element is ongoing and carries over each year.
Products:
1. FY 1986 UWP.
2. Execution and monitoring of various pass-thfough agreements.
3. Required documentation to FHWA and UMTA.
4. Monthly progress reports to the TPAC.
5. Quarterly progress and financial reports to UMTA and ODOT.
6. Minutes, agendas and documentation.
7. Management of department staff time, budget and products.
8. Interdepartmental coordination.
9. Periodic review with FHWA and UMTA on UWP progress.
10. Respond to changes in FHWA/UMTA planning requirements.
Expenses:
Metro: Personnel
M & S
TOTAL
$85,000
8,000
$93,000
Revenues:
FY 85 PL
ODOT Match
FY 85 Sec* 8
Metro Match
Tri-Met Match
TOTAL
$25,210
3,116
51,739
8,623
4,312
$93,000
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MODEL REFINEMENT
Program Objectives:
1. Maintain an up-to-date travel forecasting model based on
changes in projects in land use and projected highway and
transit investments.
2. Continue refinement and enhancement of travel-forecasting
models with input from the regional modeling committee,
selected from the list of enhancements needed.
3. To improve access to data and methods of data retrieval
and display and development of applications software.
Relation to Previous Work:
This is a continuing process to improve travel modeling and
forecasting for the region.
Products:
1. Develop trip purpose factors to produce a.m. peak and
off-peak trip tables for assignment.
2. Develop automated ability to convert peak-hour assignments
to all day.
3. Produce EMME/2 plots for highway capacity.
4. Produce highway v/c plots.
5. Refine level-of-service measure to account for
level-of-service "E" for peak 20 minutes.
6. Update document travel behavior characteristics from 1977
to current (1984).
7. Update document constant dollar cost base from 19 77 to
current (1984).
8. Refine mode split model to eliminate or reduce K factors
for non-downtown and Eastside trips.
9. Refine logit formula in trip distribution and mode split
models to calibrate to impedances based upon a finer zone
system.
10. Refine volume/delay functions to better match Portland
area conditions (based upon either primary data—counts
and speed surveys—or secondary data—experiences
elsewhere and trial and error).
11. Determine if LRT has an inherent mode split bias.
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12. Ongoing development capability for outside connections for
EMME/2 operations.
Expenses: Revenues:
Metro: Personnel $76,155 PY 85 PL $23,529
M & S 6,000 ODOT Match 2,907
TOTAL $82,155 FY 85 Sec. 8 44,575
Metro Match 11,144
TOTAL $82,155
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DATA AND MONITORING
Program Objectives:
1. Provide technical assistance on the collection and analysis
of socio-economic and land use data to member jurisdictions,
2. Publish annual "Development Trends" report and "Regional
Fact Book."
3. Update and maintain files on population, employment,
building permits, dwelling units and household
characteristics.
4. Serve as a "data clearinghouse" for member jurisidictions
and other data users for information exchange, etc., and as
a forum for achieving common regional data objectives.
5. Develop five-year population/employment forecasts.
Relation to Previous Work:
1. Published 1983 Building Permit Report.
2. Published annual Development Trends report.
3. Computerized data base material for employment, population
and building permits to allow easier updating, retrieval
and customizing information for particular needs.
Products:
1. Annual Development Trends report.
2. Regional Fact Book.
3. Custom services for in-house usage, member jurisdictions
and the private sector.
4. Update of year 2000 population/employment forecasts.
Expenses:
Metro: Personnel
M & S
TOTAL
$119,148
12,500
$131,648
Revenues:
PY 85 PL
ODOT Match
FY 85 Sec. 8
Metro Match
Sales
TOTAL SALES
$ 18,099
2,237
24,216
79,696
7,400
$131,648
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ODOT PLANNING ASSISTANCE
Program Objectives:
Major accomplishments for FY 85 by the Metro/Region Branch
include supporting Metro and other agencies in the RTP Update.
Major assistance emphasis will also be given to the Tualatin
Valley Access Management Plan. Work activities will includes
FY 85 HPR Program
1. Continued support of the southwest subarea analysis.
2. Tualatin Highway Access Plan coordination and support.
3. Westside subarea update, including calibrate and review
base year "update" traffic (1980-1983).*
4. External traffic update at approximately 15 stations.
5. Commercial traffic update.
6. Light Rail Corridor Study support.
7. Local land use development and traffic impact reviews.
8. RTP update including update of the various subarea analysis.
9. Transit station and park and ride developmental reviews.
10. Small City transportation analysis.
11. State/City of Portland highway jurisdictional study.
12. Policy and technical coordination with Regional Planning,
local agencies, TPAC, the Joint Policy Advisory Committee
on Transportation (JPACT), RPC, Washington County
Transportation Coordinating Committee (WCTCC), East
Multnomah County Committee and coordination of
administration of programs with Metro.
Expenses:
ODOT: Personnel $125,000
M & S 26,000*
TOTAL $151,000
*$19,000 anticipated carryover for Washington County Access
Management Planning.
KT/srb
8075B/347
02/16/84
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Transit Development Program (TDP) Revision
Program Objectives:
1. Review TDP in light of: (1) changing financial resource availability
and (2) ridership response to service reductions which were
implemented in 1984.
2. Revise TDP to appropriate service levels and capital requirements.
Relation to Previous Work:
Follow-on to TDP completion in Spring of 1984.
Products:
TDP report updates
Expenses: Revenues:
Tri-Met $11/000 OR-90-0003 $ 800
FY '84 Sec 9 8,000
Tri-Met 2/200
$11,000
TM-1
Capital Development Program Planning
Program Objectives:
The objectives of the Capital Development Program are:
1. Prepare a snort term and long term capital acquisition program for
Tri-Met.
2. Provide an annual prioritization of required capital items for
grant funding.
3. Coordinate the scheduling and funding of Tri-Met's capital program
with other jurisdictions.
Relation to Previous Vtork:
The development of the capital program is an iterative process that builds
on each year's acquisition of required projects. Each year's proposed
capital budget refines the previous projects. Dje to different agency
needsf the projected capital program "is often updated and revised. I t i s
crucial, however, to be able to predict the agency's requirements for
large capital acquisitions. The ability to project these acquisitions i s
necessary for both grant application purposes and the programming of
necessary local match funds.
Products:
1. Refined transit capital improvements program.
2. Annual Tri-Mst capital budget.
3. Input to state and federal capital grant applications.
Expenses: Revenues:
Tri-Met $50,000 0R-90-0003 $20,000
FY'84 Sec.9 20,000
Tri-Met 10,000
$50,000
TM-2
Transit Service Efficiency Program (TSEP)
Program Objectives:
1. Reduce the amount of low productivity services and hours and
strengthen the system as a whole.
2. Develop new Technical Methods and Tools including review of available
hardware and software for interactive Schedules Making Tool.
3. Develop a process, through marketing research activities/ that
would measure how well both existing and potential market segments
can be served, so that allocation of service can be optimized.
Relation to Previous Work: New Task
Products:
1. Service Cut packages for each major sign-up.
2. Analysis and summarization of Passenger Counter-related software and
reports.
3. Inter-active Schedule Making Tool.
4. On-going updated information base.
Expenses: Revenues:
Tri-Met " $210,000 OR-90-0003 $128,000
FY '84 Sec 9 40,000
Tri-Met 42,000
$210,000
TM-3
Transit Performance Analysis
Program Objectives:
1. Improve productivity by providing a timely and accurate Monthly
Performance Report that analyzes significant trends/ factors/ and
occurrences in Tri-Met operations.
2. Improve scheduling efficiency and cost effectiveness of service
provided by maximizing the utility of the Quarterly Line Performance
Report. This report will identify lines showing substandard
productivity.
3. Improve the quality/ quantity/ and timeliness of ridership data
through the application of the Automatic Passenger Counter (APC)
System data in the Quarterly Line Performance Reports.
Relation to Previous Work:
The transit service performance methodology is used for the TDP annual
update. Evaluating system performance through the use of performance
indicators is part of the Transit Operations Analysis program.
Products:
1. Monthly Performance Reports that systematically compare current
results with previous results/ and provide analyses of key indica-
tors.
2. Quarterly Line Performance Reports that track the performance of
individual routes through the use of a route performance ranking
procedure.
3. Ridership profiles for each route (generated through the APC system)
that will provide the needed input data for e f f i c ien t ly scheduling
service.
Expenses: Revenues:
Tri-Met $51/000 OR-90-0003 $12/800
FY '84 Sec 9 28,000
Tri-Met 10/200
$51,000
TM-4
Labor Management and Productivity Analysis
Program Objectives:
1. Using the automated runcutter/ determine the most efficient level of
manpower and work assignments to effect given levels of service.
2. Increase operator productivity by means of improved absenteeism
analyses reporting/ including tracking costs associated with
absenteeism.
3. Improve operator safety performance through the development of an
analytical information reporting system on accidents and injuries.
Relation to Previous Work:
Continuation of labor productivity analysis developed during the 1983 and
1984 service reductions.
Products:
1. Specific reports on manpower leveling and manpower costs of new
service levels or policy changes.
2. A reporting system that tracks absenteeism trends/ identifies
strategies for reducing absenteeism/ and provides management with
special analytical reports as required.
3. Accident monitoring module that produces timely responses to
informational requests from various users throughout the agency.
Expenses: Revenues:
Tri-Met $35,500 OR-90-0003 $ 4,400
FY *84 Sec 9 24,000
Tri-Met 7/100
$35/500
TM-5
Management Information System Development
Program Objectives:
1. Expand the central Data Base Management System (on Tri-Met's Main-
frame computer) to include primary data bases in area of scheduling/
employee records/ and maintenance.
2. Provide support to users in developing microcomputer based informa-
tion systems in areas such as Customer Assistance/ Safety Management/
Grants and Contracts/ etc.
3. Establish training programs for users on primary applications devel-
opment software packages.
4. Complete telecommunications link between microcomputers and mainframe
data base.
Relation to Previous Work:
This work builds upon three work elements completed in prior fiscal year.
They are:
1. Completion of design of relational Data Base Management System using
SQL (Structured Query Language);
2. Establishment of a Microcomputer support center and acquisition of
associated hardware and software: and
3. Completion of an inventory of information systems needs.
Products:
1. Expanded DBMS with ready access to users.
2. Users familiar with techniques of applying microcomputer-based
software to develop their information systems.
3. Telecommunications link from mainframe to microcomputer.
Expenses: Revenues:
Tri-Met $62,000 OR-90-0003 $13,600
FY '84 Sec 9 36,000
Tri-Met 12,400
$62,000
TM-6
Maintenance Management Information Application
Program Objectives:
1. Develop a complete Maintenance Management Information System to per-
form specific analyses which aid in maximizing labor productivity,
optimize maintenance cycles, determine cost effective bos procurement
schedules, reduce inventory costs resulting in improved cost-effec-
tiveness of maintenance activit ies and optimal use of scarce oper-
ating and capital funds.
Relation to Previous Vfork:
The MMIS development is an enhancement/replacement of the present MMIS
which is unable to meet present and future maintenance reporting needs and
which operates on an unreliable system. Tnis project will overlap with
the procurement of MMIS software and related computer hardware upgrade
equipment.
Products:
O
4 .
Expense:
Maintenance Absenteeism Analysis: As part of the MMIS, this project
will develop a system for maintenance absenteeism on an individual
level and by diversion, shift and worker specification. Results will
compare absenteeism to overtime hours to identify any trends. The
system will track sick, comp, excused, unexcused, and approved
absences. This system will help reduce absenteeism and associated
costs and identify more efficient ways to assign vork loads.
Labor Distribution Analysis: As a subsystem of the MMIS, this
activity will track the distribution of maintenance labor and how
many hours are spent on specific tasks and what bus fleets they are
associated with. The productivity by fleet type and type of main-
tenance activity will be analyzed to identify costly activities, work
alternatives (contract work out, replace expensive equipment) , assist
in defining work schedules and operate more efficiently.
Preventive Maintenance Analysis: This activity will develop a system
to determine optimum preventive maintenance programs for buses. The
resul t s should minimize both unnecessary and unscheduled repairs and
also keep track of repairs on all buses, fleets and repair frequency.
This should reduce road ca l l s , limit severity of bus failures and
provide efficient work schedules.
Bus Procurement Analysis: This activity will examine history and
trends for each bus fleet and determine optimum replacement schedule,
overhaul schedule, or need for modifications on each of the bus
fleets.
Revenues:
Tri-Met $60,000 OR-90-0003
FY '84 Sec,9
Tri-Met
TM-7
$ 4,000
44,000
12,000
$60,000
On Board Origin Destination Survey Results Application
Program Objectives:
1. Improve effectiveness of transit service by gaining complete under-
standing of transit trip movements.
2. Use results as input to TDP process.
3. Determine reaction to route changes.
4. Establish a timeline analysis of all lines including information from
1977 & 1980 surveys.
Relation to Previous Work:
1. 1977 & 1980 surveys
2. TDP
Products:
1. Summary report of comparison of 1977/ 1980 & 1983 surveys.
2. Summary report of primary travel movements.
Expenses: Revenues:
Tri-Met ' $10,000 FY '84 Sec 9 $8,000
Tri-Met 2,000
$10,000
TM-8
City and E a s t s i d e Transpor ta t ion Improvement Program (CETIP) Analysis and
Evaluation
Program Objectives:
' 1 . Conduct a study to examine changes in travel behavior resulting from
CETIP changes.
2. Prepare/publish an Executive Summary assessing the impact of CETIP.
3. Prepare/publish a report detai l ing the impact of CETIP.
4. Develop recommendations for adjustments to CETIP routes based on
re su l t s of evaluation and analysis.
5. Analyze rider complaints and compliments regarding CETIP changes.
6. Prepare /publ i sh a summary r epor t of r i d e r response to the CETIP
changes.
Relation to Previous Work: ' .
Analys is of the impact of the service changes for the City and Eastside
areas of Tri-hfet's service region implemented in September, 1982.
Products:
1. CETIP evaluation - an Executive Summary
2. CETIP evaluation - a thorough analysis
3. Technical memoranda comparing r ide r t r a v e l p a t t e r n s to level and
orientat ion of service provided.
4. Summary report of rider response to CETIP route and schedule changes.
Expenses: • Revenues:
TrirMet $42,000 0R-90-0003 $33,600
Tri-Met 8,400
$42,000
TM-9
Transit Center and TSM Development
Program Objectives:
\ , Identify locations for bus preemption measures which can result in
operational savings; complete engineering design and cost estimates
on such faci l i t ies .
2. Undertake more detailed planning of bus transit centers, including
design and cost estimates and identification of local funding oppor-
tuni t ies .
Relation to Previous Work:
Ihis project will continue work begun in the Vfestside Corridor Project and
other studies which identified general locations for transit centers , bus
lanes and transit signal preemption. It will carry these concepts into a
level of detail sufficient to advertise for final design and construction
bids.
Products:
1. Transit center layouts.
2. Bus lane locations and design drawings.
3. Signal preemption locations and operational plans.
4. Park-and-ride lot locations and s i te plans.
Expenses: Revenues:
Tri-Met $22,000 0R-90-0003 $11,200
0R-t)9-0020 . 6,400
Tri-Met Match 4,400
$.22,000
TM-10
New and-Modified Service .Development/Planning
Program Objectives:
1. Develop recommendations for serv ice changes for the southwest and
southeast portions of Tri-Met's service region.
2. Review effectiveness of routing on al l l ines of Tri-Met systen.
3. Use resu l t s of th i s review as input into TDP update.
4. I d e n t i f y required she l t e r locat ion changes required as a resul t of
new or modified ser ice - par t icular ly "high t raff ic" areas and newly
developed transfer points.
Relation to Previous Work:
Tri-Met five-year Transit Envelopment Program fiscal years 1981-1985.
Products:
1. Recommendations for routing changes in southwest and southeast
areas .
2. Summary analysis of recommendations for future adjustments to routes
throughout remainder of system.
3. Equitable dist ibution of available she l te rs .
Expenses: . Revenues:
Tri-Met $31,000 • OR-90-0003 $24,800
Tri-Met 6,200
$31,000
TM-11
Financial Forecasting
Program Objectives:
1. Continue development and refinement of forecasting models which
accurately simulate cash flow (costs and revenues) in the agency.
Apply microcomputer based financial forecasting model.
2. Support financial policy decisions by providing management with
financial consequences of alternative policy decisions.
3. Refine and apply an econometric model for forecasting payroll tax
receipts.
Relation to Previous Work:
This work element is a follow-on to financial forecasting development in
the previous fiscal year.
Products:
1. Improvements to financial forecasting models.
2. Financial forecasting reports which depict probable cash flow in
response to proposed changes in service levels, fares, productivity
and economic conditions.
Expenses: Revenues:
Tri-Met $56,000 OR-90-0003 $ 800
FY '84 Sec 9 44,000
Tri-Met 11,200
$56,000
TM-12
Fare Policy Analysis
Program Objectives:
1. Provide a decision support system to senior management with analysis
of probable consequences of fare policy options. These options
include actions such as changing fare levels/ offering special
discounts/ or changing fare zone methods.
2. Develop and apply analytical techniques to estimate the effects of
fare pricing shifts on ridership and revenues.
3. Conduct a small sample on-board ridership survey (postcards) to
update fare category distribution factors.
Relation to Previous Work:
This work will provide analytical support for fare policy under the non-
self service fare collection (SSFC) fare system following the completion
of the SSFC demonstration project.
Products:
1. Factors depicting the fare category distribution of ridership.
2. Analytical techniques for estimating fare category shifts in rider-
ship due to changes in fare levels.
3. Fare policy decision support.
Expenses: Revenues:
Tri-Met $50/000 FY '84 Sec 9 $40,000
Tri-Met 10/000
$50/000
TM-13
EMME 2 Model Application
Program Objectives:
1. Begin using the Emme 2 model in service evaluation.
2. Continue to refine the capabilities of this model.
3. Determine the relative accuracy of the Emme 2 network simulation
capability.
4. Establish Emme 2 as a fundamental component of the service evaluation
process.
5. Use results of simulation for TDP
Relation to Previous Work:
Network simulation & analysis
Products:
1. Summary report evaluating the accuracy of the Emme 2 model.
2. TDP
3. Summary report on using Emme 2 as a critical element of the service
evaluation process
Expenses: Revenues:
Tri-Met $15/000 FY '84 Sec 9 $12,000
Tri-Met 3/000
$15,000
TM-14
Service Reduction Planning
Program Objectives:
1. Develop recommendations for service cuts systemwide - totaling 5000
weekly hours.
2. Identify alternative services for those losing service.
3. Develop more park & ride facilities in suburban areas where cuts
significantly reduce service.
4. Develop effective implementation plan for this project.
Relation to Previous Work:
1. Agency priorities on source provision.
2. Standards set in TDP.
Products:
1. Service Reduction Plan
2. Alternative Services
3. Implementation plan for service reduction.
Expenses: * Revenues:
Tri-Met $65,000 FY '84 Sec 9 $52,000
Tri-Met 13,000
$65,000
TM-15
Service Evaluation
Program Objectives:
1. Develop a systematic process for evaluating the efficiency and
effectiveness of existing and proposed service.
2. Establish and document a standardized procedure by which route
changes are evaluated and made.
3. Develop the service evaluation process as an important element in a
larger transit service information system,
4. Apply TSEP standards to existing lines.
Relation to Previous Work:
1. TSEP
2. TDP
Products:
1. Report documenting the process and its information needs.
2. An on-going evaluation of existing service and proposals for service
changes.
3. A standardized procedure for responding to and evaluating new service (
requests.
Expense: Revenues:
Tri-Met $30,000 FY '84 Sec 9 $24,000
Tri-Met 6,000
$30,000
TM-16
Service Planning for Banfield LRT Operation
Program Objectives:
1. Develop a service plan to feed LRT service on opening day.
2. Final review of station design and bus access.
3. Given current fiscal realities/ work toward the development of
additional park and ride space to supplement bus service.
4. Insure smooth transit during implementation of LRT services.
Relation to Previous Work:
1. Banfield Transitway Liaison work
2. PBLTK service plans established for LRT
3. TDP
Products:
1. Service plan for bus & rail interface
2. Assessment of supplemental park and ride space.
Expenses: Revenues:
Tri-Met ' $10,000 FY '84 Sec 9 $8,000
Tri-Met 2,000
$10,000
TM-17
Downtown Service Plan
Program Objectives:
1. Update the 1982 downtown conceptual plan.
2. Review LRT/Bus interface & station design.
3. Re-evaluate past transit service plans for the downtown area.
4. Analyze long range LRT plan impacts on bus service in downtown area.
5. Use as input to TDP.
Relation to Previous Work:
1. 1982 Downtown transportation plan
2. TDP
3. Long range LRT plan
4. Banfield LRT downtown plan
Products:
1. 1984 downtown transit service plan
2. Summary report of long range LRT and bus service options in downtown
area.
Expenses: Revenues:
Tri-Met $12/000 FY f84 Sec 9 $9,600
Tri-Met 2,400
$12,000
TM-18
ENERGY CONTINGENCY PLANNING
Program Objectives:
1. Develop the Portland area element of the Statewide Energy
Contingency Plan.
2. In cooperation with Tri-Met determine transit, paratransit
and rideshare operating strategies during a fuel shortage.
3. Determine costs and funding responsibility during a fuel
shortage.
4. Establish responsibilities for communications during a
fuel shortage.
5. Coordinate with Clark County jurisdictions.
Products:
Portland area energy (gasoline) contingency plan.
Expenses: Revenues:
Tri-Met $5,000 OR-09-0029 4,000*
Tri-Met 1,000
$5,000
TM-19
Civil Rights Planning
Program Objectives:
1. Complete a thorough analysis of MBEK3E participation in Tri-Ket
contracts.•
2. Identify areas of strength in the program, whicheb can be capitalized
upon and areas of weakness which can be targeted for special efforts
to resolve problems.
3. Develop a procedure to be used in establishing realistic project-
specific T-3E goals.
4. Revise and update as necessary Tri-Met's hSE policy statement.
5. Review and update annual submission of information relative to
- minorities in the urbanized area as reguired by OMTA Title VI
Circular 1160.1.
Relationship to Previous V?ork:
The updated Title VI report is a required annual submission, Revising and
updating Tri-Met's MBE policy is a priority project. The policy will
require periodic updating to reflect current regulations and changing
local conditions.
Products:
1. A prograin for improving Tri-Met's overall MBE level of participation
in contracted services,
2. An individual project M3E goal-setting process.
3. A revised agency M3E.policy statement.
4. An updated annual Title VI report for submitted to
Exoenses: Revenues:
Tri-Met $17,000 OR-90-0003 $ 1,600
FY '84 Sec.9 12,000
Tri-Met 3,400
$17,000
TM-20
UMTA
•CF
Program Administration
Program Objectives:
1. Monitor and ensure that Planning1 s program activities and expenditures
conform with the UWP.
2. Ensure that appropriate grant file documentation of act ivi t ies and
expenditures is provided for.
3. Provide quarterly financial and progress reports for al l UWP planning
projects to UMTA and METRO. • ' • .
4. In i t ia te requests for any required budget revisions, grant amendments,
UWP and TIP amendments.
Relation to Previous Work:
Grants administration is an ongoing process.
Products:
1. Quarterly financial and progress reports.
2. Budget revisions, grant amendments, UW? and TIP amendments.
Revenues:
Tri-Met $7,000 OR-90-0003 1,600-
FY '84 Sec.9 4,000
Tri-Met 1,400
$7700U
TM-21
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Trucks hauling hazardous materials should use the safest
available highway routes. Safe routes are those where accidents
are less likely, and where the consequences will be less severe
if accidents do occur. Based on this concept, the City of
Portland Office of Emergency Management, with the assistance of
local industries and neighboring jurisdictions, has studied the
routing of hazardous materials within the City of Portland and
the metropolitan area.
Manor Conclusions and Recommendations
1. Truck drivers and dispatchers for the major hazardous
materials distributors already consider safety in selection
of routes. Many of their conclusions are consistent with the
findings of this study. However, some independent drivers
and jobbers may not consider routing and guidance to them
is advisable.
2. It is not possible to prescribe routes for all local
. / •
deliveries. Local deliveries require the use of nearly
all major arterials within the City. Gasoline, for example,
is delivered in bulk quantities to all retail stations.
3. Not all hazardous materials shipments are so dangerous as to
warrant concern for routing. Shipments recommended to be
affected by local ordinances include bulk tank trucks,
explosives, Class A poisons, and water-reactive flammable
solids. (See page 11 .)
4. Routes established by law: through the cooperative action
of the Portland City Council and the Oregon Transportation
Commission, the following routes are recommended to be
established through local ordinance and/or state law;
a prohibition of the Vista Ridge Tunnel on U.S. 26,
and authorization of 1-5 and Highway 217 as the
alternative (see page 42 );
— a prohibition of the rail crossings where N.W. Doane
and N.W. Balboa intersect St. Helens Road, and
authorization of Front Avenue and the Kittridge Street
Overcrossing as the alternative (see page 29);
5. Advisory Routes: Local industries are advised to use the
routes listed below. (Establishing these routes through
law is not recommended at this time because such laws would
be either unenforceable, unnecessary, and/or premature.)
Access to and from Northwest Portland Industrial area:
South via 1-405 and 1-5 (See page 6 9.)
North via 1-405 and 1-5 (Fremont Bridge)
(See page 58 .)
East via 1-405 and 1-84 (Fremont Bridge)
(See page 65 .)
Through-region routes:
— 1-405 through the Central Business District
(See page 74.)
— 1-205 as continuation of 1-5 and for access to
1-84 (See page 77.)
— 1-5 as access from Longview/Kelso to most sections
of Portland, and to 1-84 and 1-5 south (via
1-205.)
Through educational efforts with pertinent shippers and
haulers, it is believed traffic can be directed to the
recommended routes. (See attached pamphlet.) If these
efforts are not effective, further legal restrictions may
be necessary.
6. Recommended for Future Consideration: Upon completion of
the 1-405 Extension, the City of Portland Traffic Engineer
should consider establishing, by City Ordinance, access
routes serving Portland's northwest industrial area.
With additional information about accident rates on
1-205, the Oregon Department of Transportation should
consider establishing it by law as the route for shipments
through (neither originating nor terminating in.) the
metropolitan area.
Background on the Routing Study
The Portland Office of Emergency Management began studying
the highwy routing of hazardous materials, as authorized by the
Portland City Council (FY 82-83 Budget). The U.S. Department of
Transportation (U.S. DOT) subsequently contracted with the Office
of Emergency Management to demonstrate and evaluate the Federal
Highway Administration's (FHWA) recommended "Guidelines For
Applying Criteria To Designate Routes For Transporting Hazardous
Materials" (FHWA-IP-80-15). (Hereafter referred to as FHWA
Guidelines). (See page 94)
Method o£ Study
This study is based primarily on the methods outlined in the
FHWA Guidelines, and augmented by the research of the National
Transportation Safety Board.
The FHWA Guidelines establish two primary requirements for
selecting routes. First, decisions about routing should be made
through consultation and cooperation with those who may be
affected by routing. To achieve this, an Advisory Committee was
established composed of representatives of neighoring
jurisdictions, local industries, and relevant state and local
agencies.
The second requirement of the FHWA Guidelines is that routes
should be systematically analyzed and compared. If hazardous
materials are prohibited from a problem area, the impact upon,
and comparative safety of, alternative routes must be considered.
The following criteria were used in determining safest
routes:
— The probability that an accident will occur, based on
5-year acident rates for all vehicles, and 3-year
truck accident rates, where important.
— The consequences to people of a spill, based on
residences and businesses immediately adjacent to
a route, and total residential population within 1/4
mile.
— Emergency respnse considerations, including availa-
bility of equipment to an accident scene, etc.
— The "population risk", a procedure for combining the
two criteria of accident probability and populations
exposure (derived by multiplying the accident
probability by the number of people living within
1/4 mile of the route.) It is important to note that
a preferred route may have a higher population risk
than its alternative.
— Tunnels and rail-crossings, which are commonly
recognized as locations where serious accidents
may occur.
Information Collected
As part of the study, considerable information has been
collected about the types of hazardous materials truck shipments
common to the Portland metropolitan area. Through the
cooperation of pertinent fire departments, most industries which
use hazardous materials have been identified and surveyed. The
geographic scope of the survey included Clackamas, Clark,
Columbia, Cowlitz, Multnomah and Washington Counties.
This information is now being used for emergency response
planning and preparedness, in addition to the routing study. It
has been made available to all emergency response agencies in the
metropolitan area.
N^
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MAP 1: PORTLAND/VANCOUVER METROPOLITAN AREA
Hazardous Materials Industrial Zones
Truck Routes for Hazardous Materials
In the Portland/Vancouver Area
Trucks hauling hazardous materials should use routes where accidents are less likely,
and where the consequences are less severe if an accident does occur.
The routes identified on these maps were selected after thorough study by representa-
tives of motor-carriers and public safety officials familiar with the Portland/Vancouver
metropolitan area.
Reminder that YOU — as a licensed carrier or driver — are ultimately responsible for
the safe transportation of your hazardous cargoe.
Prohibited Routes and Authorized Alternatives
Prohibited routes and authorized alternatives are established by (cite state/local legal
authority) and enforced by Portland Police and Multnomah County Sheriffs. Violation of
these routes may result in a $ [ fine.
The prohibition is only for the following shipments in quantities which require placards
(as defined by Federal Regulations):
Bulk tankers (110 gallons or more)
of all hazardous materials
Explosives (A, B, C, and Blasting Agents)
Poisons, Class A
Flammable Solids, Dangerous When Wet only
Prohibited Route:
Vista Ridge Tunnel,
U.S. 26
Authorized Alternative:
1-5 and Hwy. 217
Prohibited Route:
N.W. Doane and Balboa Rail Crossings
to St. Helens Rd. (U.S. 30)
Authorized Alternative:
Kittridge Avenue Overpass
For Further Information:
Portland Office of
Emergency Management
(503) 760-2271
Oregon and Washington
State Police
Kittridge
)oane
'Balboa
Recommended Routes
Recommended routes are advisory. They are not established by law, primarily
because laws were determined to be unnecessary at this time. Your cooperation
is expected and appreciated.
Northwest
Portland
Industrial
Area
Local Deliveries to and from
Northwest Portland Industrial Areas
1-84 access via Fremont Bridge
1-5 South access via 1-405
1-5 North access via Fremont
Bridge
Through-Region Shipments
(Not originating or terminating
in the Portland/Vancouver Area)
1-205 as by-pass of 1-5
through the city center
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